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ABSTRACT 
This thesis lays the groundwork for a hybrid manufacturing system, combining 
laser ablation and electrohydrodynamic inkjet (e-jet) printing. A thorough review of laser 
ablation of polymers is provided. Trends and issues that arise during the process are 
noted and information essential to the choice of laser and polymer material is provided. 
In addition, methods were proposed for the in-process measurement of the E-jet printing 
system. The first method utilized machine vision and image processing to measure micro 
filament sizes. These filaments could be measured in real time and later converted into a 
3D reconstruction. The second measures the resulted pattern prior to removal from the 
printing platform. Both of these processed allow for in-process measurements to be 
conducted which can be used for correction or characterization of the E-jet printing 
process. Currently, there are no such automated processes. Lastly, the use of a simple 
scalar diffraction setup to measure particle droplets was investigated. The issues which 
occurred during this investigation are discussed.  
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CHAPTER 1.    GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Manufacturing is typically divided into three categories:  additive manufacturing, 
subtractive manufacturing, and formative manufacturing. Additive manufacturing is a 
process which adds new material, typically in a layer by layer process, in order to create a 
part. Subtractive manufacturing is the process of material removal in order to create a new 
part. Lastly, formative manufacturing is the manipulation of a material to form a new part. 
Any combination of these three manufacturing processes is known as hybrid manufacturing. 
This work focuses on the use of light in hybrid manufacturing, specifically 
Electrohydrodynamic inkjet printing (additive) and laser ablation (subtractive). 
 
Figure 1: Hybrid manufacturing areas of interest. The highlighted sections were addressed in 
this work. 
Electrohydrodynamic inkjet printing (e-jet printing) is a micro scale additive 
manufacturing method. E-jet printing was introduced after thermal and piezoelectric inkjet 
printing. Thermal inkjet printing utilizes a heating element which superheats an ink. This 
superheated ink then expands and forms a bubble which pushes ink out of a nozzle. 
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Piezoelectric inkjet printing utilizes a piezoelectric material which undergoes a change in 
shape when a charge is applied to it. This material expands and contracts with the charge, 
pushing ink out of the nozzle. E-jet printing utilizes a large electric potential between the 
nozzle and the substrate. This force draws the ink out in the formation of a Taylor cone. All 
of these inkjet printing methods have the advantages of high customization, flexible sample 
design and controllability however e-jet printing is the newest method and has the capability 
to produce the smallest feature size of the three methods. In addition to the smallest feature 
size, it has the capability to print metallic inks and polymers. 
 
Figure 2: (a) The system setup for E-jet printing. (b) Taylor cone. 
An example of an e-jet printing system is shown in Figure 2a. The x-y stage is a 
nanopositioning stage which ensures a very high degree of accuracy with regard to the 
placement of the material. The nozzle typically ranges from 10µm to 70µm. At such a small 
scale, the surface tension of the ink in the nozzle is very large, which requires a large force to 
overcome. A typical electric potential is between 200 volts and 2000 volts. This high voltage 
is the driving force for material expulsion through the nozzle. This potential difference is 
produced using a combination of a signal generator and a voltage amplifier. The resulting 
potential difference can vary from a DC voltage to a customized signal the operator designed. 
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Typically the voltage is either DC or an AC step function. The ink is drawn out from the 
nozzle where it takes the shape of a Taylor cone which can be viewed in Figure 2b. A Taylor 
cone has three distinct components, the cone, the jet, and the plume. The cone is the cone-
shaped accumulation of material at the end of the nozzle. The jet is the filament shaped 
material emitted from the cone. The plume is the result of a jet breaking up into individual 
particles.   
E-jet printing has several areas of ongoing research including simulation, 
substrate/ink studies, process control, and metrology. The studies regarding simulation focus 
on accurate prediction of a printed pattern given a set of process parameters. It leads into the 
study of process parameters where each variable in the process is measured, and the 
influence is characterized. These process parameters are amplitude/Va, frequency/f, and 
waveform/Vw of applied voltage; viscosity/η, temperature/T, surface tension/σ of the ink; 
pressure/p, permittivity/ε of the space; standoff height/h, outside diameter/D0, inside 
diameter/d0, length/l, shape/S of the nozzle; and feedrate of printing/v. Two of those process 
parameters are the substrates and inks used, both of which are areas of study as well. Various 
substrates are being tested for their potential use in flexible electronics along with new ink 
compositions which can be used to print flexible circuitry. The last area of focus is the 
metrology of the process and resulting patterns. All of these areas of study are intertwined 
and are dependent on each other. 
The focus of this work is on the exploration of the use of in-process metrology during 
the e-jet printing process. This means that the systems used to measure the process or 
resulting pattern should be able to do so while the printing process is taking place and 
without removal of the sample. The e-jet printing process has several features which may be 
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measured. From the Taylor cone, the jet and the plume may contain valuable information 
concerning the pattern printed. In addition to the Taylor cone, measuring the actual resulting 
pattern without removal from the printing stage is of great significance. 
 In this work, machine vision was used to measure the jetting section of the Taylor 
cone. This method was chosen as it is non-contact, relatively cheap, and can be used in the 
process. When the distance between the nozzle and substrate is small enough, the plume 
formation can be avoided altogether. The jetted material can then be used to characterize the 
size of the printed pattern. The second chapter of this work focuses on the characterization of 
the jet, mainly the size and volume of material. The image processing techniques used in this 
characterization are explained and the challenges encountered are discussed.  
When the standoff distance is higher, the plume is formed and consist of small 
particles. This work contains an examination of the feasibility of characterization of a small 
particle through a simple scalar diffraction setup. Chapter 5 focuses on the use of Fraunhofer 
diffraction theory for the measurement of stationary particles. The pattern styles observed are 
a single dot, an array of dots, and a single line. A laser beam passed around the samples and 
resulted in diffraction patterns. Various methods were used in order to investigate the sample 
characteristics.  
After the ink has hit the substrate and the printed pattern has formed, a different 
diffraction system is proposed. This system uses a combination of lenses in order to recreate 
the sample image on the camera as opposed to the diffraction pattern from chapter 5. This 
sample pattern then goes through an image processing program which eliminates any 
background noise from the image and identifies the size and location of all of the dots. The 
distribution of the dots was then compared to measurements made using an optical 
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microscope, and the results are discussed. These methods are used for the measurement of 
the E-jet printing processes in this work but the methods are not limited to this additive 
manufacturing process. 
The e-jet printing portion of the hybrid manufacturing has been introduced. The other 
component of this hybrid manufacturing system is a laser ablation setup. The goal of this 
hybrid setup is to use laser ablation to created grooves which are then filled using e-jet 
printing. As previously mentioned, various materials can be used as the substrate in the e-jet 
printing process. For this purpose, the interaction between various materials, mainly 
polymers, need to be investigated. Chapter 2 contains a literature review on the most 
commonly used polymers in laser ablation and their relationship with various types of laser. 
With this review, the readers should have a general understanding of the trends that are 
present in laser ablation. 
All of this investigation represents the groundwork for the creation of a hybrid 
system. Various inspection methods have been proposed, many of which are capable of in-
process measurements. As of now, there are not any in-process inspection methods which are 
used in e-jet printing. In addition, the work described in chapter 5 may also be able to 
characterize the quality of laser ablated grooves, but this will be discussed more in the future 
outlook. 
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CHAPTER 2.    LASER ABLATION OF POLYMERS: A REVIEW  
Modified from a manuscript published in Polymer International 
Sandeep Ravi-Kumara, Benjamin Liesa, Xiao Zhanga, Hao Lyub, Hantang Qina 
aIndustrial and Manufacturing Systems Engineering, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011 
USA; bCollege of Mathematics and Physics, Qingdao University of Science & Technology, 
Shandong, China 
Abstract 
Laser Ablation (LA), which employs a pulsed laser to remove materials from a 
substrate for generating micro/nano structures, has tremendous applications in the fabrication 
of metals, ceramics, glasses, and polymers. It has become a noteworthy approach to achieve 
different functional structures in engineering, chemistry, biological, medical and other fields. 
Polymers are one such class of materials, they can be melted and vaporized at high 
temperature during the ablation process. A number of polymers have been researched as 
candidate substrates in LA, and many different structures and patterns have been realized by 
this method. The current states of research and progress were reviewed from basic concept to 
optimal parameters, polymer types and applications. The significance of this paper is to 
provide a basis for follow-up research that leads to the development of superior materials and 
high-quality production through LA. In this review, we first introduced the basic concept of 
LA, including mechanism, laser types (millisecond, microsecond, nanosecond, picosecond, 
and femtosecond) and influential parameters (wavelength, repetition rate, fluence, and pulse 
duration). Then, we focused on several commonly used polymer materials (PTFE, PI, PDMS, 
PET, and PMMA) and compared them in detail, including the effects of polymer properties, 
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laser parameters, and feature designs. Finally, we summarized the applications of various 
structures fabricated by LA in different areas along with a proposition of the challenges in 
this research area. Overall, a thorough review of laser ablation on several polymers has been 
presented, which could pave the way for characterization of future novel materials. This is to 
be used in the future in combination with along with E-jet printing to form a hybrid system. 
Introduction 
The laser is the acronym for “light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation”, 
typically a high-intensity beam of electromagnetic radiation. The initial idea of laser theory 
was presented by Einstein [1]. However, the first ruby laser was developed in the year 1960 
by the physicist Theodore H. Maiman. Soon after the experimental realization of the laser, 
there were several practical applications such as in the military, health, industrial and 
scientific fields. The first widely recognized application were laser printers, which were 
invented in 1971 by an American engineer Gary Starkweather [2]. There are significant 
applications of laser in manufacturing sectors like laser drilling [3], laser cutting, holography, 
laser metal deposition and laser additive manufacturing [4, 5]. 
Conventional machining techniques such as drilling, welding, milling, and turning are 
all capable of machining a wide variety of materials. However, it is difficult to achieve the 
best results in terms of surface finish and aspect ratio in machining hard-to-machine 
materials such as titanium [6] and super alloys [5]. The requirements of these industries led 
to the development of novel machining processes such as laser beam milling [7, 8], laser 
drilling [3], and laser etching [8, 9]. All of these laser involved machining operations share a 
common phenomenon known as laser ablation. 
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Laser ablation is the top-down process of removing material by focusing a laser beam 
onto a substrate. Ablation occurs only when the material absorbs sufficient energy to be 
melted or vaporized. The history of laser ablation began with the discovery of the ruby laser 
in 1960. Following its discovery, several researchers proposed works describing the 
fundamental elements of ablation. In 1962, Breech and Cross collected and spectrally 
dispersed the light emitted from the ablated metals [10]. This formed the basis for the laser 
microprobe emission spectroscopy technique used for elemental analysis of solid materials. 
Linlor in 1963 used time of flight measurements to determine the energy possessed by the 
ejected ions during ablation [11]. The first observation of photoemission of electrons was in 
the year 1963 by J.J Muray [12]. Other notable milestones in the history of laser ablation 
were the first study of ablation of biological material by Rosan in the year 1963 [13], and the 
observation of laser ablated carbon, boron, and manganese clusters by Berkowitz in 1964 
[14]. The first instance of using laser ablation for deposition of thin films was reported in 
1965 by Smith [15]. The rest of the sixties saw the expansion of the previous studies over 
numerous other targets. Studies were focussed on an extensive array of laser characteristics 
such as the wavelength, pulse duration, power etc. Since then, the development and 
understanding of laser ablation have been incremental. 
Laser ablation is widely used in the fabrication of metals, ceramics, glasses, and 
polymers. Polymers are of great interest due to unique properties such as light weight, 
corrosion resistance, lower frictional properties, less wear in comparison to metals [16] and 
its application potentials. In recent years, polymer-based laser ablation has gained huge 
interests due to its ability to fabricate microfluidic channels [17], optical waveguides [18], 
and flexible electronics. The first report on the laser ablation of polymers was by Cozzens 
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1977 [19]. He used an infrared laser source (λ=10.6μm) to irradiate eleven different 
polymers. Since then, there has been a rapid rise in the applications of polymers such as 
nozzles for inkjet printers [20] and multi-chip modules [21]. Consequently, researchers 
started exploring the various aspects of using laser ablation for processing polymeric 
materials for such applications. For instance, researchers studied the influence of laser type 
and parameters on the accuracy and precision of the ablated features on the polymer 
materials. In this paper, different laser types (see table 1) and the influences of laser 
parameters on ablated structures were reviewed. Furthermore, we reviewed several common 
polymer materials used for laser ablation including Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), 
Polyimide (PI), Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET) and 
Polymethyl Methacrylate (PMMA). The feature structures, laser dependence, and properties 
were compared among those polymers. The review of laser ablation was based on the 
research activities of various groups, which can show the general development of this 
manufacturing method and provide an outlook that may pave the way for further 
development and application of laser ablation. 
The organization for the remainder of this paper was as follows. First, the laser 
ablation process was reviewed in Section 2. Then, the current state-of-the-art laser ablation 
on various polymers was discussed in Section 3. Finally, different applications, challenges, 
and future scopes were summarized.   
Laser Ablation 
Mechanisms of Laser Ablation 
The general mechanism of laser ablation is consistent throughout laser machining 
applications such as laser beam milling, high-precision drilling, and laser cutting. Ablation is 
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a combination of both vaporization and melt expulsion as represented in Fig. 1. When a 
focused beam of laser radiation strikes a surface, the electrons present in the substrate are 
excited by laser photons [22]. This excitation results in the generation of heat by absorbing 
photon energy, which is consistent with Beer Lambert's law [22, 23]. Beer Lambert’s law 
states that the amount of light absorbed is dependent on the thickness of the materials and 
intensities of the light source. The heating effects cause melting or vaporization of the 
material, thus resulting in the removal of macroscopic materials from the substrate. The 
transition from solid to gas results in the formation of a plasma plume. 
 
Figure. 1. The mechanism at the laser-material interface. 
This phase transition takes place in a series of steps. The initial heat produced by the 
absorption of the laser photons results in the formation of a melt pool at the laser-substrate 
interaction zone. The temperature further increases due to the incoming pulses and the melt 
pool reaches the vaporization state [24]. High pressure is created during vaporization, which 
is also called a recoil pressure, which pushes molten materials from the pool where it is 
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ejected [25]. The ejected material is a concern due to its redeposition on the substrate or on 
the interaction zone [26, 27]. By further increasing the temperature at the laser-substrate 
interaction zone, the liquid attains an explosive liquid vapor phase transition stage [28, 29]. 
The above mechanism is commonly seen during ablation using long pulsed lasers and is may 
be referred to as a “burst”. In this mechanism, the dynamics of the fluid phase and the vapor 
conditions are quite complex and the resolidification of the molten material also results in 
geometric changes in the ablated features. 
Based on properties of the laser and material such as fluence, absorption coefficient, 
reflectivity, wavelength, and pulse duration, the ablation mechanism can be purely chemical, 
thermal, or a combination of both. Photochemical ablation occurs due to the breaking of the 
covalent bonds in the polymer chains via the energy of the UV photons. Photothermal 
ablation considers the electronic excitation by the UV photons to be thermalized which then 
results in the breaking of the polymer bonds. Several researches have focused on explaining 
the mechanisms present at the laser-material interaction area by assuming one mechanism 
dominates and then simulating the dominant process [30-32]. Hu [33] used femtosecond laser 
pulses to generate microscopic phase transformation on the graphite surface, and obtained 
melted part in the edge area of gentle ablation. A cavity microball lens was fabricated by 
Chen [34] with a femtosecond laser, and they also proposed a heat diffusion model to help 
better understand the laser-material interaction. These various mechanisms are all dependent 
on the specific combination of light and material properties. As a result, it is essential to 
consider certain important phenomena while studying the laser-material interaction. These 
phenomena include the type and magnitude of light energy absorption and the time scale of 
the laser pulse. The extreme intensity of the laser pulse in the ultrashort time frame provides 
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inaccurate predictions under classical heat transfer conditions. At normal intensities, the 
absorption is linear and follows Beer Lambert’s law. This implies that the electrons excited 
due to the photon absorption transfer the heat to the lattice, thereby resulting in melting and 
vaporization. However, at ultrashort timescale, the absorption becomes nonlinear and 
becomes intensity dependent. The bound electrons of the material can be directly ionized by 
the large absorption coefficient and due to high-intensities. Therefore, it is essential to 
characterize the laser being used and to predict the mechanism occurring at the laser-material 
interaction zone. These various mechanisms are all dependent on the specific combination of 
light and material properties. In practice, there are limitations regarding which combinations 
can be achieved, which is explained in the following sections. 
Ablation Parameters 
In order to better study polymer laser ablation, it is essential to understand the 
parameters involved. Laser ablation of polymers depends on a variety of factors such as laser 
wavelength [35, 36], repetition rate [37], fluence [38], and pulse duration [39]. Firstly, for a 
laser system, two characteristics are important to laser ablation, the monochromaticity, and 
directionality of the beam. The monochromaticity means that the wavelength of all emitted 
light is the same. This singular wavelength is very useful for calculations regarding the 
interaction of the light with optical components and material. The directionality of the beam 
refers to a low angle of divergence, this increases the ease at which the light is controlled and 
focused. The effective optical spot size, directly related to laser fluence, is different for each 
system and plays a very important role in ablation. Here, the fluence is the total energy of the 
laser over the area represented by the focal spot size and is typically measured in J/cm2. The 
most common laser type used in the ablation process is the pulsed laser. Pulsed lasers have a 
higher peak power than continuous beam lasers. This is useful as the energy doesn’t surpass 
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the ablation threshold is absorbed into the material. The excess energy results in a larger heat 
affected zone, which lowers the quality of the material. 
 In the case of pulsed lasers, it is appropriate to measure the fluence of each pulse as 
opposed to the fluence over the total time. These individual pulses can vary in duration and 
in repetition rate and are characteristic of the laser type, which will be discussed in the next 
section. The positioning of the focal spot of the laser on the substrate influences the etch rate, 
redeposition of the debris and the microstructures formed on the sample surface [40]. The 
research conducted by Wang reported easier machining and lesser debris redeposition while 
focusing the laser near the bottom surface of the sample [41]. Lei studied the backside and 
front side ablation of gold film on a silicon substrate under varying pulse energies and focal 
positions F[42]. He accounted for the presence of two types of damage happening based on 
the laser fluence: Ablation and Burst. He used Finite Element Modeling simulation to verify 
the burst damage occurring during the back-side ablation. 
In addition to the influence of the laser source, properties of the substrate materials 
such as thermal conductivity [43], absorption coefficient [44] and reflectance [45] have all 
been observed to influence the ablated structures as well. Regardless of the fluence of an 
incident laser, absorption of photons by the material is essential for ablation to happen. Each 
material has unique absorption coefficients for different wavelengths. For example, polymers 
generally exhibit increased absorption of the photons at ultraviolet wavelengths. Once the 
light has been absorbed by the material, it is important to consider how the surrounding 
material is affected by the transfer of heat through thermal conductivity. The molecular 
weight of the polymer also influences the ablation efficiency [46]. It has been reported that 
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the increase in molecular weight results in a highly viscous molten material during ablation 
and consequently results in lower ablation rate of the polymer [47].  
The combination of these material characteristics and the optical properties of the 
incident light resulting in various ablation mechanisms. The emphasis on which mechanism 
to focus on is dependent on the application of the light/material interaction. The focus of this 
review is laser ablation of polymers, all of which emphasize the same general mechanism. 
The ideal output characteristics of these mechanisms include high aspect ratios, limited heat 
affected zone, minimal material redeposition, and better minimum resolution on polymers. 
Laser Source 
The laser sources can be classified based on their wavelengths into 
ultraviolet/excimer lasers and infra-red lasers. An excimer laser is a pulsed gas laser that 
emits UV light with a power efficiency between 0.2% and 2% [47]. Excimer lasers gained 
attraction because most polymers exhibit high absorption coefficient at excimer wavelengths 
and the ease at which the laser can be focused onto the work surface using an aperture [48]. 
Typical examples of excimer lasers are F2, ArF, KrF, XeCl, and CeBr lasers having an 
emission wavelength in the ultraviolet spectrum (10 to 400 nm) [47]. A drawback of using 
excimer lasers for ablation purpose is that the gas used as the laser medium has to be changed 
more frequently. As a substitute for these excimer lasers, diode pumped solid state lasers 
such as Nd: YAG laser was used [49, 50]. They are capable of achieving the ablation 
threshold at small spot sizes because of high-quality beams but it is difficult to mask the laser 
without forming diffraction patterns on the irradiated surface. In addition to UV lasers, infra-
red lasers have also been used in ablating materials. For, instance, Infrared laser has been 
used in ablating PMMA, PTFE, and PI materials [19]. However, unlike UV wavelengths, 
polymers do not exhibit excellent photon absorption in the infrared wavelengths. 
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Table 1. Types of polymer ablated corresponding to different laser sources 
Polymer Laser Sources 
Polymethyl Methacrylate 
(PMMA) 
KrF laser[53-56], Nd: YAG laser [57], ArF [55, 58, 
59], KrCl [55], XeCl [46, 60], CO2 [46] 
Polystyrene (PS) KrF laser [53], ArF laser [61, 62] 
Poly(α-methyl styrene) ArF [59] 
Polyimide (PI) 
XeCl [63-68], ArF laser [19, 67-69], KrF laser [70, 
71], XeF laser [69], Nd: YAG laser [72, 73], KrCl 
laser [65], Nd: YVO4 [74] 
Polyethylene Terephthalate 
(PET) 
ArF laser [59, 75], KrF laser [53], XeCl [64] 
Bisphenol Polycarbonate (BP 
PC) 
ArF laser [59], KrF laser [53, 76] 
Polyethylene (PE) Iodine PALS [77] 
Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) KrF laser [53, 78] 
Polyether Ether Ketone (PEEK) 
XeCl laser [79], KrF laser [80], Nd:YAG [81], 
Nd:YVO4 [82, 83], CO2 [84] 
Polyacetylene ArF laser [74] 
Polydimethyl Glutaramide 
(PMGI) 
XeCl laser [46, 85] 
Polyetherimide (PEI) 
ArF laser [86], XeCl laser  [86], KrF laser  [86], 
Nd:YAG [87] 
Nylon XeCl laser [88], Nd:YAG [88, 89], CO2 [88] 
Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) 
CO2 laser [90, 91], Ti:sapphire laser [92], ArF laser 
[93], Erbium doped fiber laser [94] 
 
The other way to classify laser sources is based on the timescale of their pulse 
durations. The lasers are classified into millisecond (ms, 10-3s), microsecond (µs, 10-6s), 
nanosecond (ns, 10−9s), picosecond (ps, 10-12s), and femtosecond (fs, 10-15s) lasers. The 
timescale of the laser pulse duration influences the ablation mechanism, accuracy, and 
precision of the features. Millisecond and microsecond lasers are produced by chopping the 
continuous wave laser beam. It has been reported that the ablation of polymers by long 
pulses, leaves evidence of molten materials and carbonization of the walls of the ablated 
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features [51]. Unlike longer laser pulses, ultrashort laser pulses in the timescales of 
femtoseconds or picoseconds provide advantages in terms of high precision, large material 
removal rate, and minimal thermal damage. It is attributed to two processes: thermal 
diffusion and nonlinear absorption. In the ultrashort timescale, there is insufficient time to 
transfer the heat energy from the excited electrons to the lattice, causing minimal thermal 
damage. However, under extreme intensities, the plasma plume generated tends to result in 
heating of the surrounding material. This minimization in energy loss due to thermal 
diffusion helps achieve features with high aspect ratios, no recast layer and minimal cracking 
[52]. Each individual laser setup is limited to a specific range in regards to wavelength and 
pulse duration. This is a major limiting factor that needs to be considered prior to any 
proposed experiment. 
Polymer Materials 
Laser parameters and material properties both affect the success of laser ablation. 
Aside from researches on the creation of the laser beams, the materials themselves have been 
heavily studied. Research has been conducted on polymer materials that have promising 
applications in various fields such as medical, engineering, and chemical sensing. The 
materials required of these fields limit the composition and thus the material characteristics 
that are integral to performing laser ablation.  
The polymers used for laser ablation have been classified based on several criteria 
such as their availability, application, ablation behavior, and decomposition behavior. For 
example, Polymethyl Methacrylate (PMMA) depolymerizes upon irradiation while 
polyimides (PI) decompose into fragments upon irradiation. Similarly, certain polymers are 
available readily such as PMMA, PET, and PTFE, whereas some are customized based on 
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specific requirements of the application (Designed Polymers). Certain polymers such as 
PDMS and Polycaprolactone are used in biomedical applications such as venal implants and 
cell encapsulation. A summary of polymers and related laser sources are listed in Table 1.  
Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) 
Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), also known as Teflon, is a crystalline synthetic 
fluoropolymer of tetrafluoroethylene. Teflon, with an absorption coefficient, is a weak 
absorber. It is a highly versatile material used in a wide variety of applications owing to its 
stability and durable characteristics. Due to its good electrical resistance, it is used as an 
insulator for wiring and cables. PTFE is used in mechanical engineering applications in parts 
that have sliding action such as gears and pulleys since they have a low frictional coefficient. 
PTFE is widely used in the food packaging industry and in the chemical industry as a 
material for sealing aggressive chemicals. As mentioned previously, each application 
requires different material characteristics. This leads to the creation of several grades of 
PTFE based on the filler material incorporated into it. Venkateshwarlu studied the effects of 
various fillers on the mechanical properties of PTFE based composites [95]. He used glass, 
bronze, carbon, mica, sand, porcelain, alumina, antimony trisulphide and marble as fillers 
and studied the mechanical properties including hardness and tensile strength. 
With the versatility in the properties of PTFE for different grades, PTFE has been 
successfully applied in the medical and the electronics sector. For example, membranes of 
PTFE are used as a barrier for bone promotion around titanium implants [96]. These 
applications involve the material to have features in micro/nano scale and demand precision. 
Researchers investigated the methods to minimize defects such as heat affected zone and 
surface dendrite formation. Kuper studied the ablation of PTFE with femtosecond UV laser 
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pulses at 248 nm [53]. He reported that thermal damage was absent for fluences as low as 0.5 
J/cm2 with an ablation rate of 1 µm per pulse. 
Womack studied the use of femtosecond laser ablation in depositing thin films of 
PTFE on silicon wafers [78]. She emphasized that the femtosecond (fs) lasers produced 
precisely machined features, unlike nanosecond laser pulses. The deposition rate and film 
quality were characterized by using scanning electron microscopy, x-ray diffraction, and IR 
spectroscopy, which showed strong supports of high deposition and quality by using fs laser 
pulses. Huber studied the ablation rate of sintered PTFE and reported its dependence on the 
wavelength of the laser [97]. He reported that, at a given laser fluence value, the ablation rate 
increased initially and then decreased as the wavelength increased. He further stated that 
there was no relation between the experimentally measured ablation depth and the linear 
optical penetration depth, which was calculated using a Monte Carlo simulation. Mitra 
measured the laser ablation threshold of PTFE using a photo thermal beam deflection 
technique [96]. He measured ablation threshold at different wavelengths and estimated the 
coefficient of absorption of Teflon at each wavelength. He reported that the value of the 
absorption coefficient increases with a decrease in wavelength. Wang investigated laser 
ablation of PTFE in ambient air [98]. He reported the clear edge definition and increase in 
ablation depth can be achieved by increasing the number of pulses. The effect of air 
ionization at higher fluences in deteriorating the ablated structure quality and decreasing the 
ablation efficiency were reported. While all other researches were focused on ablating pure 
PTFE, there have been researches who focused on identifying the advantage of doping PTFE. 
Yang reported the ablation of PTFE doped with aluminum nanoparticles [99]. He reported 
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that the doped Teflon can be ablated precisely using near infra-red lasers and does not require 
a vacuum ultraviolet or femtosecond excimer laser. 
Polyimide (PI) 
Polyimide is a high temperature engineering plastic. Polyimides are thermally stable 
even up to the temperature range of 300-400 ˚C. As a result of its high heat and fire 
resistance compared to other polymer materials, PI is suitable for a diverse range of 
applications such as aerospace, opto-electronics, and defense. They have good machinability, 
electrical and thermal insulation properties [100].  
The machining efficiency and etching mechanism of polyimides via laser ablation 
have been investigated. Brannon studied etching of polyimide using pulsed excimer lasers of 
different wavelengths (248, 308, 351 nm) [63]. He reported that the laser ablation threshold 
at which significant etching occurred can be correlated with the wavelength dependent 
absorption coefficient. It was stated that the absorbed energy per unit volume required to etch 
the substrate is equal for several distinct wavelengths. It is reported that the presence of 
oxygen does not influence the etch rate, but it controls the oxidation of the ablated material. 
Yu, Ma, and Lei conducted laser ablation of molybdenum (Mo) on the polyimide substrate 
using the axicon lens [101]. They studied the narrow grooves produced by ablation under 
varying parameters such as laser power, scanning speed and the axicon tip distance from the 
sample. Selective scribing of the Mo material on the PI substrate was attributed to the large 
difference in threshold fluence of Mo and PI (0.18J/cm2 and 0.75J/cm2 respectively at 60 fs 
pulse duration). They reported that the use of an axicon focused beam could produce narrow 
groves of high quality even with large height fluctuations of moving substrates. Sturesson 
[102] used YAG laser for thermotherapy to investigate the coagulated lesions produced using 
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a cylindrical diffuser and found carbonization phenomenon at the metal-covered tip both 
experimentally and theoretically. 
Research has been conducted to determine the influence of laser parameters such as 
pulse duration and pulse repetition rate on the ablation of polyimides. Taylor used 
photoacoustic spectroscopy to determine the dependence of pulse duration on ablation of 
polyimide using a XeCl laser source [64]. He ablated PI with a XeCl laser of pulse duration 
7-300 ns and reported that the ablation threshold has a weak relation with the pulse duration. 
He observed an etch depth of 0.1-1 µm per laser pulse and it was independent of the pulse 
duration. However, there are other processes that occur during laser ablation of PI at 
particular pulse durations. Chuang studied the laser ablation of PI using an Nd: YAG laser 
(355 nm) in order to investigate the saturation of ablation rate with an increase in laser 
fluence [72]. He reported 80 percent saturation at the fluence of 0.5 mJ/cm2. He measured 
the reflectivity, emission intensity and photoacoustic signal based on the fluence values. It 
was concluded that the trailing part of the laser pulse was blocked by the plasma plume and 
the excited polymer particles, which prevented the laser from hitting the polymer substrate.  
Apart from saturating the ablation rate, the debris formed has been found to have an 
influence on the morphology of the ablated polymers. Taylor studied the distribution of the 
ablated debris formed during the XeCl laser (308 nm) ablation of pure and dopant induced PI 
[65]. Similar to Dyer [103] and Niino [104], Taylor observed cone like structure formation 
on the surface of both polymers. He reported that the cone formation was due to the 
redeposition of the debris and not based on impurities in the polymer. 
Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) 
PDMS is a mineral-organic polymer belonging to the siloxane family. The structure 
of the PDMS consists of carbon and silicon. PDMS has been widely used in the fabrication 
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of microfluidic devices. It is used as a food additive as and an anti-foaming agent in 
beverages. One reason to use PDMS to manufacture microfluidic devices is its transparency 
at optical frequencies which allows for visibility of the contents in the micro-channel. 
Additional reasons include its auto fluorescence [105], biocompatibility and inexpensiveness 
compared to the previously used materials such as silicon.  
Researchers studied the use of laser ablation with PDMS to manufacture microfluidic 
devices of different features in a cost-efficient manner. Yan studied the use of laser ablation 
technique to produce single layer microfluidic devices with abrupt depth variations [90]. He 
used the laser to engrave channel patterns on to PMMA plate and then used it to create the 
master pattern for the single layer PDMS microfluidic devices. He reported the capability of 
this technique to produce microfluidic devices with micrometer structures in one step. Li 
reported a simple cost-effective method for fabricating microfluidic devices with PDMS 
multilayer configurations [91]. He used a system similar to Yan and used conventional 
lithography, and sputtering technique to fabricate an alignment bonding of top and bottom 
electrode patterned substrates. This was used for integration of the electronics in the 
microfluidic devices. He further validated the proposed method by fabricating and testing a 
dielectrophoresis based integrated electronic microfluidic chip for the manipulation of micro 
particles. Wolfe studied Ti: sapphire laser (femtosecond pulses) production of stamps for 
micro contact printing and for the fabrication of microfluidic channels [92]. This proposed 
technique was capable of producing features as small as 1 µm in width and 2 µm in pitch. 
Unlike conventional molding, this technique does not need curing.  
Unlike using a mask for fabricating the PDMS micro-channels, researchers focused 
on identifying methods for direct fabrication of the microchannels on polymer materials. 
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Hautefille reported a technique to etch microscale volumes of material from PDMS surface 
[106]. He utilized infra-red laser along with microscopic clusters of carbon materials to 
generate micro plasma at the PDMS-air interface layer. Further, he reported the technique’s 
application to fabricate interesting photonic features and the presence of combustion residues 
in the form of carbon nano domains with local fluorescence and increased hydrophobicity. 
Hsieh studied the direct micromachining of microfluidic channels on PDMS and other 
biodegradable materials such as polyglycerol sebacate [93]. He proposed a polymer surface 
modification method for fabrication of a microfluidic system, which eliminated the steps of 
mask/mold production as in photolithographic or soft photolithographic technique. He also 
investigated the relationship between laser parameters, depth and width of the ablated 
features. 
Another research topic in the field of laser ablation of PDMS is direct 
micropatterning and fabrication. Huang studied the thin layer separation and micro-
fabrication of PDMS using an ultrashort pulsed, IR laser (1552 nm) [94]. The influence of 
pulse overlap rate and irradiation pulse energy on the ablation width, depth and surface 
quality are analyzed. He reported a pulse overlap rate range of 1-2 pulses per µm and 1-1.5 
μJ to achieve quality separation and fabrication without any visible thermal damages. Moon 
studied the effect of crater size on the surface morphology of PDMS [107]. He studied the 
PDMS surface with varying both the interpulse interval and the inter-spot distance between 
successive pulses. It was reported that the surface morphology was dependent both on the 
inter-spot distant and interpulse interval between successive pulses. 
Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET) 
PET is a commonly used transparent thermoplastic in the textile industry as polyester, 
packaging industry, and as an engineering plastic when combined with other materials such 
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as glass fiber to improve the material strength. There have been numerous studies on the 
application of laser ablation for micromachining of PET and the mechanism occurring at the 
laser-material interaction zone. Watanabe studied the fragmentation of PET during laser 
ablation using 248 nm excimer pulse to characterize the ablation mechanism [89]. He 
reported that the fragmentation was accelerated by thermal energy at fluence above the 
threshold value of 30 mJ/cm2. He stated the importance of both thermal and photochemical 
reactions in the ablation of PET. Other defects observed during the laser ablation of PET are 
studied by investigating the surface of the substrate. Arenholz studied the surface of PET 
after irradiation by an ultraviolet laser at various wavelengths (193 nm, 248 nm, 308 nm) to 
better understand the growth and structure of surface dendrites using atomic force 
microscopy [108]. He reported that the size (length of dendrite arms) and structure of the 
dendrite were dependent on the laser wavelength and the ambient pressure. By studying the 
surface of PET after ablating with a 193 nm ArF laser [75], Lazare reported an increase in 
surface roughness as the number of laser pulses increased. The surface roughness peaked at a 
maximum of 1-2 μm at 10 pulses. 
There were researchers who tried to understand the contribution of laser ablation on 
the morphological changes in the material. Mansour studied the surface induced morphology 
changes on ablating PET using an Nd: YAG laser of 266 nm [109]. He proposed a theoretical 
model to determine the ablation etch depth for a given incident laser fluence. P.E. Dyer 
studied the excimer laser ablation of PET and reported the thermal coupling and etch rate 
measurements and observed that a thermal balance was present up to the threshold fluence 
and above which the ablated material removed excess energy [68]. 
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The influence of laser parameters such as pulse width and wavelength on the ablation 
efficiency and surface morphology have been investigated. Liu studied the difference 
between the use of short and long pulses for the ablation process [110]. He used a Ti: 
sapphire laser source to ablate PET. He reported that the heat affected zone, cracks, and 
nonuniform ablation were more frequent during ablating with a higher pulse width (200 ps) 
as opposed to a shorter pulse (80 fs). With the increasing interests in identification of the 
cause of defects, researchers started to investigate methods to control defect growth during 
laser ablation. Elaboudi studied the photoablation of polymers under water and compared it 
with ablation in the air [111]. He reported that the threshold fluence decreases while ablating 
under water and aimed at identifying the hydrolysis reaction responsible for the decrease in 
laser threshold. 
Polymethyl Methacrylate (PMMA) 
PMMA is another type of low-cost thermoplastic also known as acrylic glass. It is 
widely used in applications such as optical, biomedical, solar, sensors and nanotechnology. 
There have been numerous studies geared toward understanding the application of ablation 
for machining PMMA. Specifically, how the precision and resolution (aspect ratio, recast 
layer, redeposition, micro-cracks) are affected by the laser as well as the material properties 
(absorption coefficient and thermal conductivity). Nayak studied the effects of laser power 
and processing speed on the precision of the depth, width and surface profiles of 
microchannels manufactured on PMMA of different polymer weights (96.7 kDa, 120 kDa, 
350 kDa, and 996 kDa) using a CO2 laser [46]. He observed that the depth and width 
increase along with laser power. There were pores formed in higher molecular weight 
PMMA whereas none were observed in lower molecular weight samples. He reported that 
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the choice of material was the key factor for CO2 laser ablation for applications that require 
high precision. 
Similarly, Baudach studied the precision of the width and depth of features machined 
on PMMA films of 250 μm using Ti: sapphire laser. He observed that the ablation threshold 
value varied between 0.5-2.5 J/cm2 depends on the number of laser pulses hitting the spot. 
He reported that the diameter of holes (μm) was influenced by the laser fluence and the 
number of pulses [112]. Beyond studying the precision of the machined features, researchers 
paid great attention to device fabrication and testing. Klank reported the ease of producing 
microfluidic channels in PMMA using a CO2 laser. He reports that the feature depth can be 
controlled by the laser power and scanning speed [113]. The Gaussian beam created during 
LA has been verified to help for self-aligning the optical fibers. Osellame [114] explored the 
physical and chemical property effect of the ablation of femtosecond laser on the surface of 
PMMA. Chen [115] fabricated microball lens in PMMA with the femtosecond fiber laser to 
realize the direct writing of micro lens inside transparent bulk polymer material, which has 
great application potentials in multi-function integrated microfluidic devices. 
Although laser ablation, under proper control of parameters, is capable of producing 
micro/nano scale features with precision and accuracy, there are a considerable number of 
defects such as a recast layer, redeposition of debris and heat affected zone. Researchers have 
studied the ablated debris to understand better the photochemical reactions occurring and the 
process by which the debris is ejected and then redeposited. Danielzik [58, 60] and Estler 
[57] used quadrupole mass spectrometry to study the ablated particles. Estler studied the 
photochemical composition of the ablated particles and reported the change in the 
composition with varying wavelengths. Danielzik studied the velocity distribution of the 
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ablated PMMA particles and reported it to change between thermal velocity distribution and 
Non-Maxwellian velocity distribution depending on the laser fluence. Burrell [59] used x-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy to study PMMA and Poly(α-methyl styrene) surface composition 
after irradiating it with a laser in the UV wavelength. He reported the absence of surface 
compositional changes, which indicated that no surface intermediates that are different from 
the starting material were formed. 
Formation of craters around the ablated surface is another defect that has been 
investigated. Efthimiopoulos studied XeCl laser ablation of weakly absorbing PMMA and 
reported the formation and collapse of bubbles [116]. He stated that the phenomenon of 
bubble creation and collapse occur over multiple pulses while using 3-9 J/cm2 energy 
fluence. For high energy fluence (>9 J/cm2), the bubble creation and collapse occurs with 
single pulse duration. He concluded that successive pulses might be needed to advance the 
process of bubble creation and collapse based on the energy fluence. 
There are other applications of PMMA such as thin film deposition and nanoparticle 
generation. Blanchet studied the deposition of thin films of PMMA by laser ablation using an 
Nd: YAG laser in the ultraviolet wavelength range [117]. He reported that the temperature of 
the substrate was important to determine the morphology and molecular weight the films. 
The films were maintained at temperatures between 100 and 200 ˚C. The deposition occurred 
due to the ejected monomer falling on the glass substrate and redeposited due to 
repolymerization of the monomers. 
Other Polymers 
Several other polymers have been studied for laser ablation. Polyetherimide (PEI), a 
high temperature resistant thermoplastic, is used for the production of PEI embossing tools. 
These tools are used for the packaging of membranes and production of microchannels for 
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the use of sealing bosses [87]. It was reported that the boss width was dependent on the laser 
diameter. Jensen studied the use of laser ablation for rapid prototyping of microsystems made 
of polymers [80]. He created a microsystem using Polyether ether ketone (PEEK), which can 
be used for injection molding a series of prototypes. He stated that this application could be 
extended to other thermally and mechanically strong polymers such as PEI. Natural polymers 
were studied by the ablation of a laser as well. Hu [118] fabricated a transparent and flexible 
carbon fiber net by heat treatment method, which provided a simple fabrication process with 
easy control of the size of the supercapacitor device. 
Polyethersulfone (PES) is another polymer which has been widely used as a 
replacement for metals in automotive components. Similar to other polymers, researchers 
studied the mechanism that leads to the formation of these micro defects on the surface of the 
films. Laser induced surface microstructure formation was first reported by Dyer [103]. 
Niino observed the formation of microstructures on the surface of PES films while ablating 
with a XeCl laser source [104]. He studied the mechanism resulting in the formation of these 
microstructures using a XeF laser source. He reported that the thermal processes on the 
ablated surface played a significant role in the formation of the microstructures.  
Although laser ablation of polymers was first reported in 1965, it was not possible to 
fully exploit the potential of polymer laser ablation using the commercially available 
polymers such as PMMA, PI, PTFE, PET, PEI, PES, PE, and PDMS. This was because of 
the drawbacks of these polymers such as carbonization, ablation debris redeposition and low 
sensitivity to laser radiation. This led to the idea of designed polymers: synthesizing 
polymers based on specific requirements of applications. The basic idea behind this approach 
is to combine the properties of one polymer with other. For example, Triazene polymers tend 
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to have high etch rates and good ablation quality but poor stability (oxidation of the substrate 
during irradiation). On the other hand, Polyesters exhibited higher stabilities but poor 
sensitivities (absorption at particular wavelengths). A designed polymer aimed at combining 
these two polymers in order to achieve high-quality machining (high surface finish, less heat 
affected zone, and high aspect ratio). 
Similar to other commercially available polymers, researches have been conducted to 
understand the ablation mechanism, their efficiency and the defects that arise during their 
application. The impact of structural parameters on the ablation behavior and characteristics 
has been studied. Triazo based polymers are one class of designed polymers that contain 
triazene chromophore in its polymer chain. Lippert studied the laser ablation of triazene 
polymers films (50 μm thick) using PI as a reference polymer [119]. He measured the etch 
rates, threshold fluence and the surface defects induced during laser ablation. He reported 
that the polymers containing the triazene group have the lowest ablation threshold fluence 
(25 mJ/cm2) and the highest etch rate (3 μm/pulse). Lippert further investigated the triazene 
group polymer’s laser ablation to identify the influence of etch depth per pulse on the laser 
fluence [120]. The complete absence of debris was attributed to the photolysis reaction that 
decomposes the fragments. It was concluded that the removal of material from areas larger 
than the laser beam was due to the generation of shock waves while irradiated with high-
fluence laser pulses. 
The dynamic behavior of the etching process was also investigated. Hauer studied the 
ablation of triazene group polymers and PI reference films using XeCl (308 nm) and ArF 
lasers (193nm) using nanosecond interferometry and shadowgraphy [121]. Similar to Lippert 
[119], he reported the absence of surface swelling and the presence of a shock wave. He 
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reported the etching of triazene polymer to start and stops with the laser beam. The speed of 
shock waves to increase with increasing influence and was higher for 193 nm than 308 nm 
wavelength laser beams. 
Another class of designed polymers is the diazo based polymers. They exhibit 
excellent absorption at 308 nm wavelengths. Similar to triazo based polymers, these 
polymers contain a diazo chromophore in its polymer chain. Some of the examples of diazo 
based polymers are diazo sulfide polymer, diazo sulfonate polymer, and diazo phosphonate 
polymer. Jeffers studied the use of diazo coating in the preparation of printing plates by 
irradiating with laser light [121]. Busman invented a process of laser induced mass transfer 
imaging of materials using diazo compounds [122]. He emphasized that the new method 
improved the sensitivity of the laser induced thermal imaging through the use of diazo 
compounds. 
Applications of Laser Ablation of Polymers 
The application of laser ablation on polymers extends over a broad spectrum. The 
phenomena of laser ablation have been used in the LIGA process, which is a combination of 
lithography, electroplating, and molding. This process is typically used to create a pattern, 
which is then used for mass fabrication. The most commonly used polymer in the LIGA 
process is PI [123]. PI is coated over the silicon wafer substrate where laser ablation is then 
utilized to create micro features with high aspect ratios on the polymer material. Once the 
features have been formed on the polymer, electroplating is done to coat the polymer surface 
with metals [123]. Subsequent to the metal deposition, the polymer material can be dissolved 
resulting in the shell created by the metal coating. Because of PI’s high thermal stability and 
insolubility in most solvents, there is difficulty removing it after electroplating. Current 
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research in this field is aimed at developing novel polymer materials that can meet the 
requirements of laser LIGA process. 
Another widely used application of laser ablation is in the field of telecommunication. 
Fiber Bragg gratings (FBG) in the telecommunication field requires the outer layer of 
polymer material be removed in addition to the actual “inscription” on the fiber optics when 
obtaining side written gratings [124]. Some of the traditional ways of achieving this are by 
means of mechanical stripping or chemical stripping. However, there are disadvantages of 
using these techniques such as structural damages and environmental effects. Laser ablation 
for removal of the material has been found to overcome the limitations of traditional methods 
[125]. Further, researchers are investigating laser ablation for jacket striping of single mode 
fiber (SMF), which has a dual polymer layer system [126].  
Laser ablation of polymeric materials has been extensively used in the fabrication of 
high performance photonic devices, micro fluidic devices, and optical waveguides. It has 
been reported that laser ablation can produce clean vertical cuts through plastics and polymer 
waveguide core [127]. This technique has been found to provide efficient coupling of light 
from optical fibers into polymer photonic devices. One example is the fabrication of micro 
lenses. A KrF excimer laser was scanned over successive contours of chosen diameter and 
scanning velocity. An array of the lens was fabricated based on the aperture used for shaping 
the laser beam. Naessens reported the method for micro lenses fabrication in polycarbonate 
material using an excimer laser [128]. Pan reported laser ablation of PI for the fabrication of 
polymeric micro optical components [129]. This method of fabrication of micro lenses 
provides flexibility in terms of shape, focal length, and diameter of the lenses. 
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The field of micro electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) have also adopted laser 
ablation. Lan reported the fabrication of MEMS on silicon and PI substrate by laser ablation 
using a 355 nm laser source [130]. He was able to manufacture microscopic holes and 
nozzles of various diameters using low power laser direct drilling. This fabrication technique 
is fast and clean compared to a traditional photolithography process. Hu [131] used dual-
beam direct laser writing to fabricate a highly sensitive sensor of flexible polyimide sheets to 
detect femtomolar level detection of bisphenol A (BPA). The porous and conducting sensor 
can be applied for recovery analysis of BPA spiked in surface water. 
Laser ablation has been used in the medical field for fabrication of biomedical 
devices for the use in minimally invasive surgery and other advanced surgical techniques. 
Laser ablation and other micromachining techniques help achieve the complex and small 
feature sizes required in these devices. In addition to the fabrication tools and devices for 
surgical application, laser ablation is directly used for surgery of the cornea. Trokel reported 
the use of excimer laser for removal of the corneal tissues in cow eyes [132]. The laser-tissue 
interaction was photochemical in nature. He also told of the absence of thermal damage to 
the adjacent tissues. 
Challenges and Future Scope 
Although laser ablation of polymers has been researched for the past two decades, 
there are still several challenges that have yet to be addressed. For instance, there are several 
models and simulations that try to explain the ablation mechanism at the laser-material 
interaction zone that results in the etching of the material. These models tend to explain the 
physics phenomenon such as absorption, reflectivity, optical excitation, thermal and chemical 
reactions to refer to the ablation occurring at the laser-material interaction. However, it is 
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difficult for a systematic way to explain the ablation mechanism of these phenomena. Some 
models assume the ablation occurs purely due to thermal reactions occurring due to laser 
irradiation while other models suggest chemical reactions are dominant. A single model 
cannot explain the ablation in different materials because the mechanism of ablation depends 
on the type of laser and the materials properties. Future research is needed in studying the 
contribution of each physical phenomena in etching the material and investigating an optimal 
model that accurately explains the ablation mechanism from a system point of view. 
Micro/nano manufacturing requires high quality control of the material, precision, 
accuracy, and process during laser ablation. Despite the extensive study on laser ablation of a 
variety of polymers and understanding the influence of laser parameters and material 
properties on the ablation, there are inaccuracies in machining a feature of desired 
dimensions. Currently, it is difficult to create a feature of the exact desired depth and width. 
This is because of phenomena such as heating of the substrate over subsequent pulses, 
plasma plume formation and etch debris interfering with the subsequent pulses. Presently, 
there is no perfectly accurate physical model that helps in determining the optimal parameter 
for synthesizing the desired feature dimension. Future research focusing on establishing a 
quantitative model which can improve the parameter settings (spot size, repetition rate, pulse 
duration, intensity) required to achieve the desired dimension will contribute to increasing 
the application of laser ablation to various fields. 
Further research in studying laser ablation of composite polymer materials would be 
of great scope. The use of fiber reinforced composites has become more common due to the 
strength and light weight of the material. Along with the growing use of composites, the need 
for composite repair and machining is growing as well. Traditional machining processes have 
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trouble with fiber reinforced composites due to the abrasive nature of the combination. 
Ablation may have great potential in that area as it has been used in the past to ablate fused 
silica (glass fibers) and various polymers in the past. 
Summary and Outlook 
Laser ablation has become a powerful method in the fabrication of micro/nano 
structures on various polymers. The discussions provided in the previous sections are an 
overview of the works done in the field of laser ablation over the past two decades for 
polymer-based laser ablation. The effect of laser parameters on machining, their influence on 
the substrate’s surface morphology and the various applications of laser ablation have been 
studied. These parameters are dependent on both the material composition as well as the laser 
characteristics. Different laser types and influences of laser parameters to ablated polymeric 
structures have been reviewed. Several common polymer materials including 
Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), Polyimide (PI), Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET), 
Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and Poly Methyl Methacrylate (PMMA) are analyzed in the 
effects of polymer properties, laser parameters, and feature designs. The review of laser 
ablation is based on the research activities of different groups and can show the general 
development of this manufacturing method. 
Several overarching trends have been observed throughout this review. While these 
trends can be used for a preliminary understanding of laser ablation, a deeper understanding 
should be derived from the works being reviewed. 
1) Smaller pulse duration results in more vaporization and less melting. Higher 
Melting can cause a large HAZ and redeposition due to expulsion, cracks and non-
uniformity. Also, more vaporization results in the formation of a plasma plume which can 
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reduce the quality of the ablated features due to saturation. 2) The absorption coefficient of a 
given material varies for different wavelengths. This needs to be well characterized in order 
to make any accurate predictions. This means that the combination of laser type and material 
used are very important. 3) A high repetition rate may not leave enough time for the plasma 
to disperse during vaporization, thus reducing the effectiveness of successive pulses due to 
interference. 4) Higher molecular weight can result in lower ablation rates due to the 
formation of highly viscous molten material during ablation. 5) A larger thermal conductivity 
of a material can lead to a larger HAZ, specifically with longer pulse durations. 
As the development of modern manufacturing based on laser ablation, the coming 
years will see the further development of LA towards a precise controlling technology with 
many applications beyond polymers. Quantitative verification and the modeling of laser 
ablation are quite complex and can always be further improved. In addition to the study of 
the mechanisms of ablation, the precision, accuracy and process control can also be improved 
from a manufacturing point of view. Future research into establishing a quantitative model 
which can suggest the parameter settings (spot size, repetition rate, pulse duration, intensity) 
required to achieve the desired dimension will increase the applicability of laser ablation in 
various fields. 
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Abstract 
Electrohydrodynamic inkjet printing (e-jet printing) is one type of micro/nano scale 
3D printing technique that automatically deposits functional materials to form 3D structures 
on the substrate. Unlike traditional thermal or acoustic inkjet printing, e-jet printing utilizes 
high electrical forces that enable the ink to overcome surface tension at the tip of micro 
nozzles. The droplets and filaments coming out from the nozzle have dimensions much 
smaller than the dimensions of the nozzle, thus printing geometries in micro and nano scale. 
E-jet printing process parameters could affect the final quality attributes of fabricated 
constructs. Currently, assessment of these critical geometries and attributes must be 
performed offline using optical microscopy or scanning electron microscopy. This drawback 
affected the efficiency of micro/nano printing from translation into industrial practice. The 
research in this paper focused on fundamental research to enable in-situ monitoring of e-jet 
printing using a real-time images characterization technique. In conclusion, the study in this 
paper investigated using machine vision for real-time monitoring of micro/nano scale 3D 
printing. The method worked well for micro-filament detection in e-jet printing, and may be 
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further implemented into feedback control system of complicated e-jet printing. However, 
the optical machine vision was limited to micro scale detection. One of the future research 
topic is to develop nano scale in-situ detection mechanism for e-jet printing. This monitoring 
method has potential in a hybrid manufacturing system involving laser ablation and E-jet 
printing. 
Introduction 
Additive manufacturing has been playing a significant role in academia and industry 
over the last two decades [1]. The commonly recognized term 3D printing was one 
straightforward way to describe how additive manufacturing works [2]: complex objects 
based on various functional materials were achieved with the help of an elegant layer-by-
layer concept [3-5]. Inkjet based 3D printing was one of the additive manufacturing 
techniques that showed its great advantages including high customization, design flexibility, 
low-cost, easy setup, and controllability [6-8]. However, challenges have popped up in inkjet 
3D printing when high-resolution features were required. It was difficult for thermal or 
acoustic based inkjet printing to print patterns within 20 µm [9-11], because higher 
resolutions of printed patterns required smaller nozzles. As nozzle dimensions approached 
sub-20 µm, surface tension of materials would prevent filament and droplet formation at the 
tip of the nozzle. In addition, the cost to manufacture nozzles would also be increased.  
Electrohydrodynamic inkjet printing (e-jet printing) was proposed to resolve 
resolution issues in micro/nano field associated with traditional thermal or acoustic inkjet 
printing [12]. By applying and controlling a high voltage between the nozzle and bottom 
substrate, the ink at tip of nozzle worked in Tyler-cone mode. This generate a stable and fine 
jet (for polymers) or droplets (for metal particles), whose dimensions were much smaller than 
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the size of the nozzle. Gold nanoparticles [13], silver colloids [14], copper ink [15], and 
biopolymers [16] have all been reported in the past few years using e-jet printing. As a 
relatively new technique closely related to material science, there were still plenty of 
challenges. First, each new ink material needed to be characterized for e-jet printing systems. 
Conductivity, viscosity, particle sizes, and solvent property all affect printing conditions. 
Second, performance of printed product also needed to be characterized, including 
mechanical properties, electrical performance, biomechanics, etc. Third, mathematical 
models and simulations for e-jet printing related to specific materials needed to be further 
investigated [17, 18].  
In order to solve the challenges of e-jet printing for micro/nano scale fabrication, a 
vision system was necessary. This vision system could capture formation of 
droplets/filaments and their flight behavior during printing, which was key to investigate 
mechanisms of ink dynamics. Different optical lenses and cameras were used in all e-jet 
printing systems for this purpose [19, 20]. Byun et al. used a high-speed-camera to capture 
flight behavior of charged droplets in e-jet printing, which led to a better understanding of 
electrical fields during printing [21]. Chung et al. investigated pulsating droplet mode for 
various voltage settings with the help of a charged couple device (CCD) camera and zoom 
lens. The time resolved images for different voltage configurations were demonstrated for 
meniscus fluid dynamic analysis [22]. Post processing on the images and videos after 
printing was also researched by several groups for development of feedback loop control in 
e-jet printing systems. Wang et al. proposed stroboscopic imaging technique for voltage 
adjustment to characterize printing conditions [23]. All of the attempts to use optical images 
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for monitoring e-jet printing systems actually were the first step for machine vision 
automation systems.  
Machine vision was a broader term that included all technologies and methods that 
extract information from images to provide image-based automatic inspection and analysis 
for system automation [24]. A general machine vision system consisted of major components 
including illumination, cameras, image digitization algorithms, and image analysis [25]. The 
technique has been used increasingly in additive manufacturing [26-28] for inspection and 
evaluation purposes as it provides rapid, economic, consistent, and objective feedback and 
assessment. Faes et al. reported laser scanning for extrusion based 3D printing by capturing 
geometrical 3D data from scanning images [29]. Hu et al. delivered real-time sensing and 
control for additive manufacturing based on infrared image sensing, which was also verified 
with finite element model [30]. Kwon worked on CCD images for inkjet printing system and 
measured speed information based on edge detection [31]. Those previous works tried to set 
up a robust system for better product quality in different additive manufacturing techniques. 
However, the machine vision system for versatile e-jet printing in micro/nano scale was still 
under investigation. Traditionally, real-time quality inspection for e-jet printing has been 
performed by human operators. However, the manual inspections were time-consuming and 
labor-intensive. Moreover, the accuracy of tests cannot be guaranteed.  
The first objective was to investigate limitations of optical machine vision systems for 
the next-stage of software and system updates. The second objective of research was to 
determine all scenarios in e-jet printing using machine vision. Algorithms were developed to 
process images corresponding to all representative scenarios. In this paper, the focus was to 
develop real-time inspection mechanism for e-jet printing. Machine vision concept was 
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adapted into e-jet printing system for micro/nano filaments and droplet detection. The basic 
principle of machine vision systems was investigated. The core of machine vision system for 
e-jet printing was image processing and image analysis. The algorithm and methods were 
presented in the paper.  The results demonstrated convincing results for machine vision to be 
used as real-time monitoring technique for micro-filament detection. This paper introduced 
the machine vision setup and methodology used and then discussed experimental results 
obtained. 
Machine Vision 
The lab-built e-jet printing system was able to print out micro-scale polymer filament 
and achieve high-resolution patterns. However, one of the challenges in the fields was 
inspection and quality control because manual inspection was time-consuming and labor-
intensive. As of now, the in-situ quality control of e-jet printing in the micro/nano scale has 
not been fully explored. Advances in this area have the potential to significantly reduce and 
prevent defects, saving time and money. In this paper, a machine vision system for real-time 
monitoring of e-jet printing was demonstrated. A static image of e-jet printing was shown in 
Fig. 1 (c). The detailed theory of e-jet printing was not the focus of this paper, hereby it was 
not covered here. Previous publications [32-34] of the authors have clearly explained process 
control and material characterization of e-jet printing. The images showed symmetry because 
the printing substrate was glass, which reflected the shape of nozzle and micro filaments. The 
diameter of nozzle was measured using microscopes, which was used as reference 




Fig. 1. (a) Illustrative drawing of system setup; (b) nozzle measurement using microscope; 
and (c) e-jet printing of micro-scale polymer filament. 
Illustrative drawing of the system set up was demonstrated in Fig. 1 (a). For the zoom 
lens, working distance was 86mm, depth of fields was between 0.05mm and 1.39mm at 
highest and lowest magnification, horizontal FOV was between 0.35mm and 4.18mm at 
highest and lowest magnification. For the camera, pixel size was 4.8 µm x 4.8 µm, horizontal 
sensor size 6.14mm, and vertical sensor size 4.92 mm. 
The basic principle and philosophy of the machine vision system developed was 
described in Fig. 2. The ultimate goal was to finish closed-loop system control for e-jet 
printing. The machine vision system developed in this paper would be the first step. As 
shown in Fig. 2, the image was captured by a zoom lens and a camera at a controllable rate 
up to 168 frames per second. The two-dimensional images were then enhanced and processed 
into black and white binary data. With a fixed threshold and dimensions of nozzle known, 
images were processed based on pixel information. The future steps include the quality 
inspection system, which produces the actual deposition rate as a result of observations and 
calculations by the vision system. This would then be compared to the theoretical input rate 
and any discrepancies are then identified. The last step is the adjustment of the process 






Fig. 2. Principle and philosophy of machine vision system 
Methodology  
Resolution Analysis of Zoom Lens and Camera 
To eliminate time-consuming labor inspection, reliability of the monitoring system 
was first investigated. Before setting up the machine vision system for e-jet printing, the first 
question was always how reliable the data would be. 
 
 
Fig. 3. Setup of zoom lens and camera: relationship for magnification and space resolution 
limit 
It was hard to maintain the working distance precisely at 86mm all the time. The 
basic light projection for the zoom lens and camera was described in Fig. 3. Assuming the 
angular FOV changed as a function of WD, the prescribed WD along with horizontal FOV 
were given as specifications, the AFOV could be calculated based on Equation (1).  
 






The AFOV was 2.784 degrees at the lowest magnification and 0.2332 degrees at the 
highest magnification. The magnifications could be altered to different level by adjusting 
lens and adapter. However, AFOV would remain the same at maximum and minimum 
magnifications. The AFOV would be used to calculate how HFOV would be changed at 
various working distances. This would in turn affect the PMAG and object space resolution 
which were calculated by Equations (2) and (3). 
 










The ideal WD of 86mm resulted in an object space resolution at low magnification 
(OSRL) of 3.26 µm and an object space resolution at high magnification (OSRH) of 0.2735 
µm. The linear relationship was shown in Fig. 4. The zoom lens and camera were always 
working at maximum magnification level. As a result, the change in working distance only 
slightly affected the object space resolution, and the OSRH was always smaller than 0.5 µm. 
Every lens has a finite aperture, and diffraction occurs when light passes through 
apertures. Airy disk phenomena was a result of diffraction patterns where a series of 
concentric rings with decreased intensity covered center of a bright spot. As multiple Airy 
patterns from different details on target filaments came close together, they would overlap 
and generate constructive interference to reduce the resolution and contrasts. If the lens and 
camera setup couldn’t distinguish the microfilaments clearly, the images could not be 
referred for inspection.  
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Fig. 4. Relationship between working distance and object space ratio at low and high 
magnification level 
The NA for the zoom lens was a specification listed as 0.019 at lowest magnification 
and 0.101 at highest magnification. Each lens has an absolute upper performance limit 
dictated by laws of physics. The limitation as mentioned was controlled by working f/# and 
wavelength of lights that pass through. The diffraction limit of the system setup thus could be 
calculated using Equation (4) and (5), known as line pairs/mm, which determines theoretical 
maximum resolving power of the system. The diffraction limit could be converted into object 





























The results were 8.327 µm for lowest magnification and 1.566 µm for highest 
magnification of the zoom lens. This indicated that, at micro-scale detection, the limiting 
factor was the diffraction limit as these resolution values were significantly higher than the 
ones produced by a varying WD. The resolution was significantly affected by numerical 
aperture (NA) and wavelength of light used in the system. In the following experiments, all 
dimensions in the machine vision system were greater than 5 µm to make sure that the data 
acquired from the lens and camera was reliable. 
Imaging Processing Algorithm 
In order to obtain the information of interest from an image such as the diameter of 
the filament being deposited, an image processing algorithm was developed which included a 
series of steps. These steps were explained as below. 
Grayscale Transform and Thresholding 
Depending on the camera being used and its image acquisition configuration, the 
obtained images could be either color or gray-scale. If an obtained image was already in 
grayscale, it was ready for further transformation into a binary image. If an obtained image 
was a color one, it needed to be transformed into grayscale based on the Red Green Blue 
(RGB) values in each pixel using the following Equation (7) [35]. This is a generally 
accepted grayscale conversion formula used in a variety of encoding systems. 
 
𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑦𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 = 0.3 ∗ 𝑅 + 0.6 ∗ 𝐺 + 0.1 ∗ 𝐵 (7) 
 
After an image was transformed into grayscale, it needed to be further transformed 
into a binary image before image processing techniques like blob analysis and morphological 
operations could be properly implemented. As its name indicated, a binary image had only 
two colors, and black and white were used most often. During the binary transformation, 
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each pixel in a grayscale image was set to be one of these two colors, depending on whether 
its grayscale value was greater or lower than a predefined threshold value. Given the strong 
contrast between the foreground (nozzles, ink, etc.) and the background, which would be 
demonstrated by the figures shown in the next section, Otsu’s method for thresholding [25] 
was used to obtain a suitable required threshold value for the binary transformation. In our 
case, pixels with a grayscale value greater than the threshold value were set to white RGB 
(255, 255, 255), while those with a grayscale value lower than the threshold value were set to 
black with RGB (0, 0, 0). 
Blob Analysis for Nozzle 
To obtain length and diameter information of the filament, it was important to 
determine the measurement scale between the actual distance and image pixels. In other 
words, the actual distance each pixel in the image represents needed to be investigated, or 
µm/pixel. In this case, the nozzle used in E-jet printing would be a good reference, because 
its diameter was known. To automate the real-time monitoring processing, it was desirable 
that the software could automatically identify the nozzle in an image, and then used it as 
reference for remaining calculations regarding length, diameter or distance.  
Blob Analysis was a fundamental technique of machine vision based on analysis of 
consistent image regions. A blob was a region of an image in which some properties were 
constant or approximately constant [36]. In our case, a blob was a cluster of connected pixels 
which had the same color in the binary image. Such a blob usually represented an actual 
entity such as the nozzle.  
To use the nozzle as reference, an image could be taken before the deposition began. 
Blob analysis could be then applied to this image after binarization. One or more blobs would 
be identified. Due to its large size and location (on top) in the image, the blob corresponding 
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to the nozzle could be easily identified, and its diameter in pixels could be measured. By 
associating this diameter in pixels with the nozzle’s actual diameter, the measurement scale 
could be determined. It would be used for the subsequent calculation. 
Determination of Region of Interest (ROI) 
After the nozzle was identified in an image and the measurement scale was 
calculated, it was possible and desirable to determine a region of interest (ROI) for remaining 
steps. Such a ROI could save the computation time in the remaining processing steps 
compared to using the whole image. It also mitigated the interferences of other elements in 
the image, such as printed patterns, substrate edges, etc.  
Simply, the ROI could be defined as a rectangular area below the nozzle in the image. 
The width was set to be the diameter of the nozzle, or even smaller, while the height of the 
rectangle was set to be 90% of the deposition height of the nozzle, which could be obtained 
from the control data. This was because the filament being deposited, which we were most 
interested in, normally lies in this region. 
Morphological Operations 
The threshold value determined to generate the binary image could not eliminate all 
noises. For example, small particles of dust tended to attach to the camera lens, which was 
often observed in our experiments. Therefore, two morphological operations, namely erosion 
and dilation [37], were used.  
The purpose of erosion was to shrink borders of foreground objects which include the 
nozzle, filament and noises, if any. Hence, the foreground objects became smaller and the 
holes in the objects became larger. In our case, it helped to remove the noises, which usually 
took up only several pixels. The dilation operation aimed to expand the borders of the 
foreground objects. Thus, the foreground objects became larger and the holes in the objects 
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became smaller or disappear completely. In our case, it helped to compensate for the erosion 
operation so that the measurement was more accurate. Since small objects were eliminated 
by erosion, they could not appear in dilation operation again. Details of erosion and dilation 
operation could be found in [37]. In addition to the morphological operations, blob analysis 
could also be implemented in the ROI again to rule out the noises based on blob sizes. 
Processing of ROI 
At this point, the ROI should be a clean binary image containing only the contour of 
the filament. Although printed patterns on the substrate or substrate edges sometimes 
appeared within this region in the original grayscale image, it was found that they could be 
effectively removed during the binary transformation, as would be demonstrated later in Figs. 
7-10. This was because the printed patterns were not in the focal plane of the lens, and they 
were significantly blurred due to the short depth of view in a microscopic lens. Their 
grayscale values were closer to the background, so they were wiped out in the binary image.  
The calculation of filament diameter was straightforward by counting the pixels in the 
horizontal direction and multiplying the pixel number with the measurement scale. 
Depending on the requirements, the diameter at specific distance from the nozzle or the 
average diameter of the filament in air could be calculated. Straight lines or parabolic curves 
could be applied to model the shape and tilting of the filament. Discussion of the results was 
presented in Section 4. 
3D Rendering 
3D reconstruction algorithms were developed to mimic printed patterns based on 
detected material flow. A series of planes cut the binary images were selected, as shown in 
Fig. 5. Assuming the cross-section profile of the nozzle and micro-filaments were circular, 
the circle in each layer using polygons lines could be approximated, as shown in Fig. 5 (c) 
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and (d). The diameter of the circles were determined by pixel numbers based on previous 
algorithms. The layer 1 and 2 were used as example here for 3D reconstruction.  
Depending on how many segments (n in Fig.5 (c) and (d)) used to approximate the 
circle, the coordinates of the polygon vertices (A1, A2, B1, and B2) were determined using 
single trigonometry sine and cosine functions. For layer 1, if n=12, the coordinate of A1 was 
defined as (x, y, z) = (RAcos240°, RAcos240°, HA), where RA was the radius of the circle in 
layer 1, HA was the relative height of layer 1 shown in Fig.5 (a) with respect to z=0 position. 
The coordinate values of A2, B1, and B2 could be calculated using the same method.  
 
Fig. 5. (a) Coordinate system of constructed 3D model of nozzle and micro-filament;  (b) 
constructed 3D object based on pixel dimensions; (c) polygons segments of layer 1; and (d) 
polygon segments of layer 2 
The illustrate graph of how to achieve 3D features was demonstrated in Fig. 5. (b). 
Once coordinate values of A1, A2, B1, and B2 were obtained, OpenGL function 
GL_TRIANGLES was applied twice to generate two triangle facets determined by the four 
points. The first triangle consisted of A1, A2, and B1, and the second B1, B2, and A1. After 




could be generated for display. When repeating the procedures to create the meshed 3D 
structure, HA of A1 and A2 shared same value, and HB of B1 and B2 shared same value. 
Computer Interface Design and Results Analysis 
Computer interface design was shown in Fig. 6. The camera took images at frame rate 
up to 160 frames per second. The image directory was loaded to the software package 
automatically so that the real-time monitoring was achieved. The camera takes images 
successively at a frame rate of 100fps. The software package reads all images through their 
location directory. Each image would be cropped or processed through algorithms only 
focusing on regions of interests (ROI). Each colored image was converted to both grayscale 
and binary images. Pixel numbers and histogram information along any horizontal and 
vertical lines could be set up and measured. Input windows also allow manual threshold input 
and nozzle dimensions input. 
 
Fig. 6. Computer interface design 
Results and Discussion  
Normal Printing for Binary Threshold Testing 
It was impossible to develop a binary conversion algorithm without pre-tested 
database as threshold optimal solutions. The philosophy was that the conversion algorithm 
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would identify each scenarios and pick up the optimized binary threshold to determine what 
should be converted to black and what should be converted to white. Ideally, only the nozzle 
area was black and everything else in the images was white. If colored images were used, 
more accurate algorithms may be developed depending on pixel information for different 
colors.  
As shown in Fig.1 (c), the images captured from the camera showed the tip of the 
nozzle in Taylor-cone mode and the ink coming from the nozzle, on both sides of a mirror 
surface (glass slides in the experiments). Depending on what angle the picture was taken 
from, this may be a simple or complex problem. Algorithms to eliminate the mirrored surface 
on each image would be developed. It was possible to simply take half of the total length of 
reflected ink and regular ink since majority of images showed the reflected part of the image 
halfway down. For other scenarios which were discussed in the following sections, that 
simple algorithm was not applicable. The point where the reflected image begins was 
difficult to ascertain. One representative processed image of scenario 1 was shown in Fig 7. 
 
 
Fig. 7. Normal printing for binary threshold testing 
Detection for Changes of Dimensions 
As the nozzle moved throughout the printing, the dimensions of microfilaments 
coming out were subject to changes due to variations in printing conditions. The software 
package was the first step in the feedback loop control system. Since the movement of stages 
was pre-programmed, it was possible to reconstruct the 3D model of printed pattern based on 
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dimensions collected in real time. If the dimensions went off, the printing could be paused 
and variable inputs could be adjusted to account for any errors or defects. The illuminating 
system was precisely controlled to make sure the interference of lighting on binary 
conversion was minimized.  
Fig 8. demonstrated changes of dimensions during printing with increased voltages as 
inputs. The red rectangle marked area of interests where dimensions were calculated and 
averaged. The red circled area showed possible interference in image processing when 
printed pattern were present.    
 
 
Fig. 8. monitoring changes of dimensions during printing 
Tilted Micro-Filaments When Printing in Different Orientations 
Some images appeared to feature a diagonal stream of ink. This was due to the 
movement of the substrate as the ink came out. As the ink made a contact with substrate, the 
micro-filament in the air would be lagged and dragged as movement continued. In fact, all 
images would feature a slight “bending” effect. The primary concern here was to remove this 
“bending” effect from pictures of the horizontal movement. The tilted angle information was 
critical because it may also affect simulation of e-jet printing at different working speeds.  
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A step towards resolving this would be to determine the angle information of the 
filament. A tangent line could be drawn halfway down the filament and its angle (a) to the 
normal measured, as shown in Fig. 9. This piece of information would be useful when 
converting the 3D model of the nozzle to a 3D model of the printed pattern. 
 
 
Fig. 9. emphasis on diagonal stream 
 
 
Fig. 10. printing on the edge of substrate 
Printing on the Edge of Substrate 
As the printing neared the edge of the substrate, it may be difficult to obtain a clear 
binary picture, since the edge of the substrate would block lights and be very dark. If the 
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printing was on the bottom of the substrate, the same algorithm that removes the mirrored 
effect should be able to remove that edge with little modification, as shown in Fig 10. (a).  
While printing near the top of the substrate, it may be necessary to take one more step 
to focus on only the interested area of the image. It would be fairly easy to differentiate the 
edge of the substrate from the filament and nozzle because the edge would span the entire 
image, while the nozzle and filament would be considerably narrower.  
A bigger issue with this scenario was that the horizontal ends of the pattern register as 
black; this makes it hard to differentiate between ink coming from the nozzle and the ink that 
has already been printed along that horizontal line. 
Multi-Layer Printing, Interference of Printed Pattern  
This was the most difficult of these five scenarios. Monitoring the printing process for 
the first pass would be relatively simple. However, e-jet printing required multiple passes to 
build up material on the substrate. The task here was to differentiate details of the current 
layer from patterns that have already been printed underneath the current layer. Determining 
which features were part of the current layer verses previous layers would be a complex task. 
Although not complete, a good step in the right direction was to determine the precise 
distance between the nozzle and the substrate. This helped to indicate where the printing was 
currently happening.  
The binary conversion for this scenario was also a challenge. Past layers showed up at 
the same threshold as the filament. Thus, it was beneficial to develop a method to indicate 
whether ink was coming from the nozzle or if it has already been printed. Developing an 
algorithm to establish which ink was below (coming from) the nozzle and which ink was 
adjacent (already been printed) was our next step towards solving this problem.   
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Fig. 11. Multi-layer printing challenges 
There was clearly an issue with the binary conversion process that must be resolved 
before proper modelling could be done. The other images in this set all yield similar results. 
A method for properly binarizing the original image must be developed for this scenario to 
be resolved. Additionally, a method for tracking material flow will need to be established. 
After a layer completes, a snapshot of the printed formation can be stored by the vision 
system. As the next layer prints, images that are unclear can be checked against that snapshot 
to evaluate which material is new and which material belongs to previous layers. This 
method is currently being developed. 
Focused Area of Sample Filament Imaging  
There were different strategies to optimize image processing, shorten processing time, 
and reduce memory consumption. One that was used in real-time monitoring was to only 
process images in focused regions of interests. There were pre-defined openCV function that 
may be applied into the current package, such as blob analysis and Otsu’s methods for 
adaptive binarization. The paper was based on the first and original version of the software 
package developed in the lab. Plenty of updates have been applied to the first version, and 




Fig. 12. Micro-filament detection in focused regions of interests 
Challenges and Future Research Topics 
As mentioned in Section 2, the ultimate goal of this research was to finish closed-loop 
controlling system for e-jet printing, to achieve real-time monitoring and quality control. 
With dimensions analyzed from the 2D image, any changes in polymer flow would be 
captured. For e-jet printing, the nozzle was fixed and bottom substrate was moving to achieve 
pattern features. In this case, as long as stage movement was pre-programmed, the 
dimensional information from 3D image and movement of stage combined could be used to 
simulate three-dimensional structure achieved. This would be a wonderful tool to realize 
quality control of printed pattern and to figure out correction mechanism and algorithms if 
any defects happens during printing.  
Another future topic that the group was working on was related to algorithm and 
system optimization. The camera was able to capture 168 images within one seconds, 
roughly 10,000 images within one minute. That was huge amount of data to process if real-
time monitoring was to be implemented. The group continuously worked on algorithm 
optimization during all-stage system optimization.  
Conclusion  
One of the biggest challenges and drawbacks in current 3D printing systems was a 
lack of real-time monitoring and quality control system. The difficulty for such a system 
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increased exponentially when it came to detection for micro/nano 3D printing. The 
translation of micro/nano 3D printing into industrial practice was thus affected. The study in 
this paper investigated micro and nano scale real-time monitoring methods for e-jet printing, 
which could be generalized into other micro printing systems.  
The study first investigated limitations of optical machine vision systems, including a 
zoom lens and CMOS camera. Different scenarios in e-jet printing using machine vision 
were then discussed. The real-time inspection mechanism for e-jet printing was developed 
and machine vision concept was adapted into e-jet printing system for micro/nano filaments 
and droplets detection. 
In conclusion, at the micron level, changing the working distance of the zoom lens 
didn’t affect resolution much. Resolution was significantly affected by NA and wavelength 
of the light used. The data from the zoom lens and camera system was reliable for calculating 
dimensional information. The results demonstrated convincing results for machine vision to 
be used as real-time monitoring technique for micro-filament detection. The method worked 
well for micro-filament detection in e-jet printing, and may be further implemented into 
feedback control system of complicated e-jet printing. However, the optical machine vision 
was limited to micro scale detection. One of the future research topic is to develop nano scale 
in-situ detection mechanism for e-jet printing. The lab-developed software package was 
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Abstract 
Electrohydrodynamic inkjet (e-jet) printing is a technique which utilizes electrical 
forces to generate droplets in micro/nano scale using conductive inks. Currently, there is no 
procedure in place to measure the printed patterns without taking the sample away from the 
printer setup. Removal of the substrate from the printing stage during the e-jet printing 
process prevents any additional work from being performed on the sample. We investigated 
the application of scalar diffraction for the in-situ measurement and digital reconstruction of 
opaque material printed on transparent substrates. Measurement and characterization of the 
printed material can be achieved in-situ to alter printing condition in process for quality 
assurance. In order to accomplish the sample reconstruction, a digital recording of a scalar 
diffraction pattern in the image plane was employed in this paper with a magnification of 5x 
with the help of a combination of lenses. The reconstructed images were then compared to 
images captured by an offline high-resolution microscope. The results indicated a submicron 
accuracy of the feature radii. In addition to the quantitative measurements, this method also 
allows for the operator to view the overall form of the printed patterns. Our findings 
demonstrate an effective approach for in-situ monitoring of e-jet printing and printed 
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patterns, which could pave the way for the industrial application in printing testing field. This 
method may be used in conjunction with machine vision assisted filament detection to 
improve the process of the E-jet printing/Laser ablation hybrid system. 
Introduction 
As the need for flexible electronics grows rapidly, the fabrication of small electronic 
components in micro and nano scale has been significantly necessary [1]. Traditionally, 
etching and masks were used to fabricate these structures. These methods face drawbacks, 
however, namely poor customizability and high cost, which are difficult to overcome in order 
to achieve the high-resolution pattern [2]. Moreover, the requirement of a clean room 
environment further increases the difficulty of quick prototyping for electronic components 
and devices. Electrohydrodynamic jet (e-jet) printing is an emerging method for the 
fabrication of micro/nano structures in electronics and optical fields. This technique has the 
ability to print high-resolution patterns down to sub-micron with stable droplet generation in 
addition to fast fabrication for electronics (e.g., sensors) [3]. With further development of the 
e-jet printing technique, advanced fabrication of electronics became possible. Rogers [4] 
used e-jet printing to form patterns of quantum dots for light-emitting diodes. Our group [5] 
applied the e-jet printing technique to fabricate capacitive touch sensors and achieve sub-20 
µm conductive pattern on a flexible insulating substrate. For better control of the e-jet 
printing process, many methods were proposed to improve the printing quality further. Dong 
[6-8] used modulated ac-pulse voltage to minimize the residual charge issue and overcame 
the long-predicted charge accumulation problem on highly insulating substrates. With better 
voltage control strategy, Mishara [9] demonstrated high-speed printing capability at 1 kHz 
with 3-5 µm droplet size for an aqueous ink and 1-2 µm for a photocurable polymer ink. 
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High-speed e-jet printing method had the additional advantage of reducing the line-pattern 
width. Phung [10] reported that the pattern width could be reduced from 20 µm to 4 µm by 
increasing the speed from 10 mm/s to 50mm/s. 
In order to improve reliability and quality control of e-jet printing process, many 
approaches were explored to investigate the influence of printing and material parameters. 
Lee [11] investigated the effect of viscoelasticity of typical ink on Taylor cone formation 
using a two-model system. Han [12] applied the e-jet printing process for phase-change wax 
material; both experiment result and FEA models demonstrate agreement with each other. 
Ink characteristics played a large part in the final quality of printed patterns, and one such ink 
characteristic was the solvent used. Je [13] used silver nanoink for printing, which contained 
a low boiling point solvent, and the results were dots and lines with superior quality. 
However, it was difficult to monitor the results of these altered printing parameters. Many 
researchers focused on the image processing process to instruct the printing process such as 
Gardner [14] reported the operation of optical coherence tomography in a selective laser 
sintering system to monitor the surface feature of the printed part. Similar research has been 
done by Grasso [15], a method was proposed for detection and recognition of spatial defects 
during the selective laser melting process, but challenges remain under different frame rates 
at the same experimental setup. Imani [16] proposed image based method to collect 
nonlinearity, irregularity during the manufacturing process, which link the process 
parameters with in-process images. Wang et al. applied in-situ droplet inspection based on 
image analysis for liquid metal jet 3D printing, but not for printed parts [17]. In previous 
works, we [18] used machine vision to enable real-time monitoring of the e-jet printing 
process and the implementation of a feedback control system to achieve a higher quality 
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pattern. A similar machine vision system was used by Lee [19], who applied a vision 
algorithm to enable in-situ measurement of the e-jet printing process. Both of these vision 
processes monitored the Taylor cone formation, but they did not show the pattern printed on 
the substrate in real-time.  
Currently, measurements of printed results are usually performed offline via an 
optical microscope or other similar metrology methods, which results in the removal of the 
substrate from the printing platform. Once the substrate has been removed, additional 
printing is impossible as realignment is difficult and most time is not feasible. An alternative 
new method for in-situ monitoring and characterization of such printed droplets is needed. 
Inkjet-based printing is a droplet driven process. The measurement of dot patterns (formed by 
droplets) is the key step before the realization of printing high quality patterns. Successful 
dot patterns could be used for micro/nano array patterning, and line patterns could contribute 
to the manufacture of devices such as wearable sensors. Laser diffraction system is flexible 
for measurement in various environments and robust for in-situ characterization. In this 
contribution, we demonstrated an approach using scalar diffraction for the in-situ 
measurement and digital reconstruction of e-jet printing. A digital recording of a scalar 
diffraction pattern in the image plane was employed to evaluate the printed results in process. 
This approach could open a new way for in-situ monitoring and characterization of e-jet 
printing.  
Fabrication Setup: E-jet Printing Process 
The experimental setup of e-jet printing was shown in  
a. A commercial silver nanoink was used as the printing material for this experiment. 
A three-axis nano-positioning stage was used for the movement of the printer head and 
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substrate. During the printing, the movement in x and y direction was programmed in the 
horizontal plane for printing on the substrate. The z direction was programmed to obtain a 
desired standoff distance from the nozzle tip to the substrate. The positional resolution along 
the x and y direction was 50 nm, and the speed of lateral directional movement could vary 
from 0.001 mm/s to 20 mm/s. The substrate used as the printing platform was transparent 
(e.g., glass slides or PET films) and the standoff distance was set to 20 µm. A high electric 
potential was applied between the nozzle and substrate, with the voltage ranging between 
500V to 1000V. The positive and negative electrodes of the voltage supplier were connected 
with the nozzle and the substrate, respectively. The diameter of the nozzle varied between 2 
to 30 µm. With such small sizes, the surface tension of ink prevented droplet formation at the 
tip of the nozzle without a voltage supply. The electrical force drove the silver nanoink out of 
the nozzle onto the substrate and served as the primary force for stable jetting the material. A 
camera was used to monitor the region between the nozzle and the substrate. After the 
settlement of the nozzle on the system, the positive and negative electrodes of the voltage 
supply were connected with the nozzle and the substrate, respectively. Via control of process 
parameters (e.g., voltages, plotting speed, etc.), different sizes of silver droplets, dots, and 
lines were achieved, as shown in Fig. 1b. 
In a traditional setup of e-jet printing, the camera shown in Fig. 1a was used to 
observe the region between the nozzle and the printing substrate, and to monitor the in-flight 
droplet behavior. The resolution of such optical zoom lens and camera could be as high as 2 
µm with associated cost around $4000. However, this in-situ setup could not observe the 
pattern being printed. Aligning additional zoom lens system on the z stage increased extra 
load and reduced control resolution of the z-axis. This means that the operator could only 
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predict what the printed pattern would look like based on the printing parameters established 
beforehand using a traditional setup in Fig. 1a. These parameters included voltage, ink 
characteristics, standoff distance, translation speed, etc. Currently, the method to characterize 
the printed pattern was to remove the substrate from the printing stage and to conduct 
metrology offline using microscopy (SEM or optical). Removal from the stage eliminated the 
possibility for any additional future printing as there was no longer any point of reference 
and the small scale of the printing made realignment very difficult. Without an effective 
approach to recognize printed patterns in-situ or establish a point of reference for future 
alignment, quality control of e-jet printing would likely to remain difficult. In this paper, a 
scalar diffraction vision system was developed to resolve the challenge.  
  
Fig. 1: (a) Schematic of e-jet printing, and (b) printed droplet patterns. 
 
Scalar Diffraction Vision System 
The following scalar diffraction system was proposed to solve the challenges 
mentioned in previous sections regarding quality assurance and feature recognition for e-jet 
printing. Fig. 2a demonstrated the optical equipment location as it would relate to the e-jet 




Fig. 2 : (a) Location of scalar diffraction system in e-jet printing setup, and (b) a schematic of 
the optical components for scalar diffraction 
The laser as a light source used in this experiment was a 2 mW HeNe laser 
(wavelength 632 nm). The light then passed through a step neutral density (ND) filter. The 
magnitude of this filter was set such that the light incident on the CCD did not saturate the 
camera in order to preserve as much information as possible. The sample used in this 
experiment was silver nanoink printed on a transparent substrate via e-jet printing. The ink 
pattern was on the side opposite the incident light. Nemoto investigated the propagation of a 
Gaussian beam when passing through a dielectric material and determined that the waist size 
of the beam was unchanged when the light was normal to the surface of the substrate [20]. 
Some of the incident beam was then diffracted by the sample pattern, and the unscattered 
light passed through the transparent substrate (reference beam). The light diffracted due to 
the sample was then collimated by Lens-1 while also focusing the reference beam such that it 
could be represented by a single point in the Fourier plane. The Fourier plane was located 
behind Lens-1 at a distance equal to the focal length of Lens-1. The second lens, Lens-2, 
focused the collimated diffraction pattern resulting in the formation of the original image 
multiplied by the magnification that resulted from the objective lens system.  
In this optical configuration, the digital sensor (e.g., charge coupled device CCD) 
could record an intensity pattern in either the Fourier plane or the image plane. Each of these 
planes had unique characteristics. The Fourier plane was observed after the incident light had 
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been diffracted by the sample and the resulting pattern was observed in the far field. In order 
to satisfy this far field condition, the diffraction pattern resulting from the light incident to the 
sample was collimated by a lens. This collimated pattern effectively described the pattern at 
infinity. This far-field pattern was typically referred to as the Fraunhofer regime, which was 
often described in terms of frequency. An example of a pattern recorded in the Fourier plane 
was shown in Fig. 3a. The image plane contained the reconstruction of the target sample in 
the spatial domain. An example of a pattern recorded in the image plane was shown in Fig. 
3b. 
 
Fig. 3: Intensity distribution resulting from the printed pattern in the (a) Fourier plane and (b) 
image plane. 
The Fraunhofer diffraction was described as the product of multiple approximations 
made in optics. Initially, the Huygens-Fresnel principle [21] was used to describe the 
diffraction of an object through the summation of small wavelets around the contour of an 
object or through an aperture. Later, the Fresnel-Kirchhoff integral theorem [22] expanded 
upon this theory through the implementation of Greens theorems [23]. The resulting 
equations were then approximated and categorized into two fields, Fresnel (near field) and 
Fraunhofer (far field) diffraction [24, 25]. The integrals associated with Fresnel diffraction 
were computationally challenging to solve outside of several known configurations. Thus, 
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the most straightforward approximation (computationally) was the Fraunhofer 
approximation, which utilized the Fourier transform to solve mostly due to the 
implementation of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) [26].  
In the Fourier plane, the intensity distribution was a continuous function describing 
the frequency domain, but the device used for digital recording was discrete, which indicated 
that an insufficient sampling rate could result in aliasing of the data. In order to accurately 
recreate the continuous signal, the Nyquist-Shannon Sampling Theorem [27] should be 
implemented, which described the resolution restrictions due to predefined sensor parameters 
and the bandwidth limitations of the system. In addition to resolution limits imposed by 
discrete sampling, the intensity distribution in the Fourier plane had a couple of unwanted 
components. These components were the twin image and zero order image. There have been 
many methods proposed to isolate and differentiate the useful information from the twin and 
zero-order images. These methods required additional processing time however and should 
be avoided if possible. 
The alternative to the Fourier plane was the image plane. The resolution of the image 
plane was not restricted by the Nyquist-Shannon Theorem as another lens was added which 
acted as a continuous inverse Fourier transform [28]. This resulted in an image of the sample 
plane multiplied by a magnification factor determined by the combination of lenses acting as 
the objective. As a result, recording in the image plane removed the need to experimentally 
or computationally remove the twin and zero-order image. The only calculations needed to 
interpret the image plane were the magnification due to the objective lens combination and 
the conversion from the image plane to the sample plane. We derived the calculation 











where 𝑓 represented the focal length of the lens, 𝑑𝑜 represented the distance from the 
object to the lens center, and 𝑑𝑖 represented the distance from the lens to the resulting image. 
The image resulting from the first lens was then used as the object for the second lens. The 
magnification of each lens depended on the distance at which the object was being observed, 
which was explained by Equation 2, where the negative sign represented the flipping or 




 , 𝑚2 = −
𝑑𝑖2
𝑑𝑜2
   (2) 
The effective magnification of the system would then be represented by 𝑀. 
𝑀 = 𝑚1 ∗ 𝑚2 (3) 
Equation 3 yielded the scale at which the image plane represented the sample plane. 
From this scale, tThe resolution in the image plane was determined as a function of effective 
magnification and the discrete sample sizing of the camera. The resolution of the camera and 
FOV regarding the sample plane could then be determined.  
There were several factors which may limit resolution in the system. The diffraction 
of light as it passed through a lens was an unavoidable problem. This resolution limit was 
typically calculated and used as an ideal case. Equation 4 represented alternative theoretical 





where 𝑁𝐴 represented the numerical aperture of the objective lens, and 𝜆 was the 
wavelength of the laser. In our study, the objective lens had a numerical aperture of 1/9.8. 
This resulted in a resolution limit of 3.096 μm in the sample plane. The camera pixel 
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corresponded to an area of 0.92 μm in the sample plane.  As a result, the resolution limitation 
was due to the diffraction. A resolution of 3 μm was small in comparison to the feature sizes 
of the sample. In this case, the limiting factor would be the camera itself.  
Image Processing 
E-jet printing could generate droplet and dot patterns on flexible and transparent 
substrates as shown in Fig. 1b. In this study, in order to utilize scalar diffraction system for 
quality assurance of e-jet printing, we fabricated the patterns with certain common defects 
(e.g., non-circularity, line coalescence, droplets connection, etc.). Imaging processing 
algorithms were developed to perform feature recognition and quality control.   
Background Analysis  
In the image plane, the unscattered light was magnified onto the camera in a Gaussian 
shaped intensity pattern. This Gaussian pattern was constant among all of the images, so it 
was essential to isolate and remove this pattern. Several images were taken when there was 
no printed silver dots on the substrate. The average between these images was used in order 
to reduce the noise caused by any dust that could be on the transparent substrate. The average 







where 𝐵(𝑥, 𝑦) represented the average pixel intensity for a given pixel. Each 
individual background image was represented by 𝑏𝑖 where the number of images averaged 
was 𝑛. There were several perturbations which were consistent throughout all of the 
background images which did not require to be removed as they would remain in the sample 
image as well. In Fig. 4, a reducible disturbance has been circled in red for both images. 
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Fig. 4: (a) Singular background images with a unique disturbance (red circle) and several 
consistent disturbances (red square), and (b) average of several background images. 
This was an example of how the intensity of the noise, which was inconsistent in the 
images (unique), was reduced. The square indicated several dots which were constant among 
all of the background images taken. This was dust on a lens or the camera itself which would 
be consistent in every image, thus remaining during the average procedure. The sample 
image was then subtracted from the average background image. The sample produced a 
darker pattern in the shape of the sample. Thus any negative values resulting from the 
subtraction could be set to ‘0’. This reduced noise as well as errors caused by an imperfect 
background image. The result was a sample pattern in greyscale without the reference beam. 
This was shown in Fig. 5a. The mathematical representation of this subtractive process was 
depicted in Equation 2. 
𝐷(𝑥, 𝑦) = max(𝐵(𝑥, 𝑦) − 𝑆(𝑥, 𝑦), 0) (2) 
where 𝑆(𝑥, 𝑦) represented the individual pixels resulting from the light incident on 
the sample. This greyscale image contained sample information as well as some additional 
noise which resulted from the light passing through the finite lenses. The differentiation 
between these two categories was completed through binarization and filtering.   
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Fig. 5: (a) The average background image described by Equation 1, (b) the sample image, 
and (c) the result of the subtractive process described by Equation 2. 
Binarization and Filtering 
This magnified sample image contained locational and dimensional information for 
identification of reference point and evaluation of printing quality. In order to achieve real-
time image processing, a binarization technique was used to convert the image from a 
greyscale into a black and white. The black represented the background while the white 
represented the pattern printed on the substrate. The binarization technique used in this 
experiment utilized local adaptive thresholding [29], which created several smaller windows 
inside the main image. Each neighborhood was approximately one eighth the size of the 
original image. In our algorithms, the mean of the neighborhood intensities was determined, 
and a sensitivity value was assigned by the user. The threshold for each neighborhood was a 
percentage of the mean value based on the sensitivity. The higher the sensitivity, the lower 
the threshold value resulting in more foreground pixels being identified. All of the intensity 
values of the pixels in the neighborhood were compared to this threshold. The greyscale 
image was then converted to black and white based on this threshold value. The value chosen 
for sensitivity was significant. For an image shown in Fig. 5c, a sensitivity that was too low 
could result in the loss of sample information (Fig. 5a), and a sensitivity that was too high 
could result in amplification of noise or saturation of the sample (Fig. 6b). It was also 
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observed that by increasing the number of pixels above the threshold, the size of a feature 
varied slightly. 
 
Fig. 6: (a) Image binarization using a low sensitivity (0.05, assigned by the user) resulting in 
information loss, and (b) a high sensitivity (0.55) resulting in the amplification of noise. 
In order to maintain information without the inclusion of too much noise, a sensitivity 
somewhere in the middle must be chosen. Some noise could still be present, however, in 
order to remove the noise, a median filter was applied. This filter was able to remove speckle 
noise and to contract some features. The filtering approach in combination with the selection 
of the sensitivity could ensure that measured feature size was consistent. It was important to 
note that a median filter also had the capability to fill in holes and connect features that were 
one or two pixels away from each other. These influences were dependent on the filter size 
however and could be minimized by using a small filter size.  
Cropping and Combining 
The data from image plane could be binarized, but it has been observed that the areas 
with low contrast between the sample images and the background were not always 
reconstructed correctly, which limited the smart feature recognition of the system. In order to 
combat this, a region of interest (ROI) case study was established. The ROI was positioned 
over the area with the most significant contrast, the center of the Gaussian light. The ROI did 
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not move as the background light remains the same while the sample was moving during 
printing. In this work, the ROI has been established to be a 400 x 400 pixel region. The size 
was determined in order to maintain the high quality of information as well as a large 
physical area covered. The ROI of the sample that was used for further investigation was 
shown in Fig. 7. As mentioned in the previous section, the patterns were designed to reflect 
potential defects and to present different printing conditions.  
 
Fig. 7: (a) The full binarized image with the ROI identified, and (b) a full view of the ROI. 
Once the region of interest has been established, several ROI could be combined in 
order to reconstruct the entire image. Currently, this was achieved through feature matching. 
An example of a combination of two ROI was shown in Fig. 8 in comparison to the same 
pattern under a digital microscope. As previously mentioned in the binarization and filter 
section, it could be seen that when the features were close to each other, some features were 




Fig. 8: (a) Combination of two ROI with its counterpart captured by (b) the microscope. 
Circle Finding 
After image reconstruction of the sample, the reconstructed images could then be 
analyzed to identify key features. The specific sample used in this study aimed to create a dot 
pattern so the feature identification approach will identify circles via circular “Hough” 
transform [30]. The method utilized the boundaries of each connected body. A circle was 
then applied to those candidates. These circles corresponded to a cone in the 3D Hough 
parameter space. The theory for the space could be represented by the following 
(𝑥 − 𝑎)2 + (𝑦 − 𝑏)2 = 𝑟2 (3) 
where (𝑎, 𝑏) represented the circle center, and 𝑟 represented the radius. The candidate 
pixels were represented by (𝑥, 𝑦). The intersections of the resulting cones in the Hough space 
were collected in an accumulator matrix. The area was determined by the accumulator matrix 
which counted the intersections. From this matrix, the most suitable circle parameters were 
determined (𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑟). This approach also required a sensitivity threshold that must be set by 
the user in addition to a radius range. With regards to the sensitivity, too low a sensitivity and 
the program would not be able to pick up a feature unless it was a near perfect circle, and too 
high a sensitivity and it would show false alarms (FA). An FA was determined to be anything 
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that was identified as a circle by the program which was not determined by the operator to be 
a circle, typically when multiple droplets were deposited too close resulting in one large 
figure. The limitation was due to the unique capability of a circular Hough transform which 
was the ability to find circles that were partially obscured by other objects or features. 
Examples of several sensitivity values were demonstrated in Fig. 9.  
 
Fig. 9: The images with user defined circle sensitivity which was (a) too low, and (b) too 
high. 
Once a circle has been identified, the radius and location of the circle were recorded. 
The accuracy, precision, and reliability of these location and size measurements would be 
compared with those measured by an optical microscope in the following section. In addition 
to the radius and location of the circle size, image processing could delete circles that 
overlapped. Overlapping circles can be seen in the top right corner of Fig. 9b. Depending on 
the preference of the operator, these could be removed in order to reduce the number of FA. 
Via the analysis of printed dots and image processing, the dot quality was easy to estimate, 
which could give direct guidance and feedback of printing parameter optimization.  
Results and Discussions 
In the previous section, the selection procedure for the binarization sensitivity, 
median filter size, and the circle finding sensitivity have been discussed. These constants 
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corresponded to the imbinarize(), medfilt2(), and imcirclefind() functions in Matlab. A range 
was set for each of these constants, and then each combination was processed and 
characterized. The binarization constant ranged from 0.15 to 0.25 in increments of 0.01. A 
smaller binarization constant resulted in the loss of dots and a larger constant resulted in 
additional noise and inflation of the dots (as shown in Fig. 6a-b). The median filter size 
ranged from 3 to 6 pixels in increments of 1. A smaller filter size resulted in poor noise 
reduction, and the larger filter size was more likely to combine dots and removed smaller 
dots entirely. The last constant, the circle finding sensitivity, ranged from 0.85 to 0.95 in 
increments of 0.01. Sensitivities smaller than 0.85 resulted in many “misses” and sensitivities 
higher than 0.95 resulted in a larger number of FA. In total, 484 combinations were tested. 
From these 484 variations, any combination which missed a dot was removed. In addition, 
the minimum circle sensitivity was used in order to reduce unnecessary false alarms. The 
result of these constraints were 18 different combinations as shown in Error! Not a valid 
bookmark self-reference. 
Utilizing the combinations in Table 1, size distributions were created which 
represented the size distribution of the dots. These image processing size distributions (IPSD) 
were then compared with the microscope measured size distributions (MMSD).  
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Table 1. Different combinations of constants in imaging processing to test the scalar 
diffraction approach for identification of printed dot patterns.  
 
When comparing the IPSD and the MMSD, it was noted that the distributions 
appeared relatively normal, as shown in the probability density function in Fig. 10a. Thus, 
modeling them under the assumption that they were normally distributed that allowed for the 
computation of the mean and the standard deviation, both of which could be used to 
characterize the data as shown in Fig. 10b. 
 
Fig. 10: (a) Radii comparison between the microscope and image processing algorithm, and 
(b) after normalization. 
In addition, the number of false alarms could be easily determined as the remaining 
combinations have no “misses” and the number of “hits” was known. In the study, the 
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defining characteristics were the absolute difference between the IPSD μ1 and the MMSD μ2 
(denoted Δμ), the absolute difference between the IPSD σ1 and the MMSD σ2 (denoted Δσ), 
and the number of false alarms. Each of these 18 combinations was then sorted 1-18 for each 
of these defining characteristics. The lower values being number 1, higher values being 18. 
Weight was given to each combination. The weight of each characteristic was subject to 
change depending on the needs of the operator and specific applications. As one example, 
Error! Not a valid bookmark self-reference. showed the results of an even weight applied 
to the Δσ, Δμ and the number of ‘false alarms”. The performance of each set of image 
processing parameters was then ranked for each sample group.  
Table 2. Results of an even weight applied to the Δσ, Δμ and the number of “false alarms” 




















5 0.24 0.89 7 1 5 2 1 6 22 
6 0.24 0.89 3 2 4 6 3 5 23 
4 0.20 0.88 2 4 8 6 2 4 26 
4 0.19 0.88 8 3 11 1 4 1 28 
3 0.19 0.88 11 10 2 1 4 1 29 
6 0.21 0.90 10 6 3 4 5 5 33 
3 0.20 0.88 5 14 2 3 9 3 36 
6 0.23 0.90 12 5 6 7 6 2 38 
4 0.21 0.88 1 9 13 5 5 8 41 
6 0.22 0.92 13 11 1 8 4 8 45 
3 0.21 0.88 9 8 7 7 8 7 46 
6 0.20 0.94 13 12 10 7 7 7 56 
3 0.23 0.88 6 15 9 9 9 12 60 
4 0.22 0.89 15 7 14 11 6 10 63 
3 0.22 0.89 11 16 12 10 11 8 68 
3 0.24 0.88 4 18 15 11 12 11 71 
4 0.24 0.90 14 17 15 9 10 9 74 
4 0.23 0.90 16 13 14 11 10 12 76 
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There were six different groupings of dots that were observed in this experiment. The 
first group was shown in the image processing section and can be entirely seen in Fig. 9. The 
remaining five groups utilized the same image processing routine using the 18 combinations 
of Filter Size, Binarization Constant, and Circle Sensitivity described in Table 1. Each 
combination of image processing parameters resulted in a Δμ and Δσ for each of the six dot 
groups. From these, the average absolute difference in the mean could be calculated and that 
the standard deviation of this average was computed as well. This average Δμ could then be 
plotted as a function of the binarization sensitivity as well as the filter size as shown in Fig. 
11a and Fig. 11b respectively. The circle finding sensitivity was excluded as the lowest value 
resulting in no misses was chosen.  
 
Fig. 11: Average value of (a) binarization sensitivity (BS), and (b) filter size (FS) 
comparison. 
There were several trends in the values shown in Fig. 11. The accuracy and precision 
were a function of the binarization sensitivity and filter size. The size of these error bars was 
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representative of the standard deviation of the measured Δμ values, of the 18, with regards to 
binarization sensitivity and filter size respectively. The smaller the quantity, the more 
accurate the IPSD was to the MMSD. The smaller the error bars, the more consistent and 
therefore more precise the IPSD was. The results shown in Fig. 11 indicated that there was 
very little difference in the mean value of this distribution when selecting the binarization 
constant. When looking strictly at the binarization constant, it was only necessary that the 
operator chose a value that did not remove desired data points or generate too much noise 
when selecting the range. The constant should be large enough such that none of the dots 
were completely removed and small enough such that the noise was not an issue. In our 
study, a binarization constant of 0.19-0.24 were all sufficient with 0.2 being the most 
accurate. With regards to precision, 0.19 maintained the most similar standard deviation. 
When comparing the influence of the filter size, it should be noted that the smaller the filter 
size, the less accurate the resulting distribution was. When measuring the precision of the 
system, the largest filter size, 6, had the lowest precision. It was concluded that a filter size of 
5 was best for the highest accuracy and precision combination. This filter size had the second 
highest accuracy and the best precision. 
There were several ways that the data could be interpreted. First, the operator may be 
looking for settings which resulted in a particle size distribution most similar to the 
measurements given when measured via a microscope. It represented the most accurate 
settings or the settings which resulted in the smallest deviation (on average) from the actual 
distribution, which can be represented by the smallest Δμ values. Second, another measure of 
the quality of this methodology was the consistency of results between multiple sample areas. 
The consistency and the grouping of the differences was referred to as the precision of the 
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system, which was represented in this study, as the width of the curve, Δσ. This variability 
was not necessarily a negative factor as long as it was predictable and could be accounted 
for. Third, another measure was the number of false alarms present. In the case of feedback 
control for e-jet printing, false alarm measurement could be misleading and inconsistent 
systematically. Typically imperfections in this dot printing process were caused by the 
overlap of multiple dots. This circle detection method, by nature, found well-formed circles 
and those which were partially obscured, or in this study, overlapped. The operator could not 
tell if the dots were independent or connected as they were detected the same way in both 
cases. This made it difficult to draw a conclusion regarding the quality of the reproduction of 
the IPSD, with respect to the number of FA unless it was reviewed as it did not contain 
information regarding connectivity. The number of false alarms played a role in the mean 
and standard deviation of the size distribution; however, so it should not be ignored entirely. 
As a summary, it was ultimately up to the user and application to determine how each of 
these factors should be weighed when determining the “best” set of parameters to use for the 
image processing of scalar diffraction system.   
The system has demonstrated good resolution. One of the advantages is the capability 
to measure sub-30 µm features to within several microns, but the overall performance is 
dependent on the parameters, not necessarily the system. The system is based on automated 
image processing with no differences among repeatable tests. We experimented with six 
different dot patterns and compared those to measurements collected via an optical 
microscope. The limitation of this system is the requirement of a transparent substrate which 
may restrict the application of this system in a wider area. Other than that, there are also 
many advantages. Due to the application of laser source, it has a strong capability to get rid 
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of environmental influences such as distance between object and laser source which enable 
the flexible setup of this system. The repeatability of this system could be ensured by the 
single wavelength of a stable laser source which supports the robustness of this laser 
diffraction system. 
Conclusion 
In this paper, a scalar diffraction system was developed for in-situ monitoring of 
printed patterns in e-jet printing. The approach had the capability to calculate the droplet size 
distribution of a sample without removal from the printing platform with magnification for 
micro/nano scale detection. The focus of this work is an in-process measurement technique, 
specifically for e-jet printing on transparent substrates. There are currently no such processes 
in use, which is an indication that this is the first application of such a system in this field. 
This work also has the capability to automate much/all of the inspection process. The 
measurements made during the image processing were consistent as long as the process 
parameters were chosen correctly. In addition to the measurements, the scalar diffraction 
system allowed an easy-setup and low-cost solution for the operator to monitor the quality of 
the printed sample, which was not currently feasible unless the sample was removed from the 
workspace and measured offline. The binarization constant should be chosen such that the 
noise was low while maintaining all of the feature data. The filter size should be chosen to 
remove the additional noise while maintaining the smaller features and avoiding the 
combination of dots. The circle finding sensitivity should be chosen such that the lowest 
number of false alarms were present. Several combinations of these parameters were 
demonstrated based on our printing setup, and the resulting difference in the size 
distributions was explained in details.  
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Our future work will be focusing on a digital twin system for e-jet printing based on 
metrology. Using the printing quality information as feedback control signals for e-jet 
printing, the approach could ensure dots were of the correct size for the correct feature and 
potentially spacing. Another significant contribution was that the approach enables the 
capability for easy system lineup with a reference dots on substrates when multiple layers of 
transparent substrates are required for higher dimensional fabrication.  
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CHAPTER 5.    LASER DIFFRACTION FOR IN-FLIGHT PARTICLE 
CHARACTERIZATION  
Methodology 
The objective of this work in this chapter is to investigate the feasibility of using laser 
diffraction for the assessment of particle size. The particles in this experiment range from 50-
150 microns in size and remain stationary. From these stationary particles, a diffraction 
pattern will result from the interaction between the incident light and the sample. This 
diffraction pattern is characterized and the results are depicted bellow. 
In order to investigate the sample characteristics, the diffraction pattern needs to be 
collected. This diffraction is a result of the light/matter interaction as the light passes around 
the sample. The system used to capture the diffraction pattern is shown in figure 1. 
 
Figure 1: Laser diffraction setup for stationary particles. 
The laser used in this experiment is a 2mW HeNe laser with a wavelength of 632.8 
nm. A step ND filter is applied in the path of the laser in order to reduce the saturation of the 
incident beam on the CCD. The sample is the next component, containing a variety of 
patterns including a singular filament, dot and an array, all of which can be seen in figure 2. 
The last component is the CCD camera itself. The camera has a pixel size of 4.8x4.8 microns 
with a pixel count of 1280x1024. 
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Figure 2: Optical microscope images of sample areas. a: An array of dots. b: A horizontal 
line. c: A singular large dot. 
The average particle radius for the dots shown in figure 2a is 25.79 microns with a 
standard deviation of 0.67. The average line width as shown in figure 2b is 49.17 with a 
standard deviation of 5 microns. There are several inconsistencies throughout the line which 
lead to the larger deviation. The singular dot shown in figure 2c has an average radius of 
69.81 microns. The next step is to decipher the information recorded by the CCD. This has 
been investigated in three ways. 
The first investigation method is to compare the pattern which results from the 
diffraction to a pattern generated through code. The resulting diffraction pattern can be 
predicted when the sample space is known with regards to size and shape. In this work, the 
sample plane has been recreated and the predicted diffraction pattern has been generated for 
comparison. Depending on the distance between the sample and the CCD, the pattern can be 
represented by two distinct regions. The near field, also known as Fresnel diffraction [1], and 
far field, known as Fraunhofer diffraction [2]. Computationally, Fraunhofer diffraction is 
much easier and faster to solve. Thus, in this experiment, the CCD is placed in the far field. 












Where a represents the aperture size, λ represents the wavelength of the light and D 
represents the distance between the sample and the CCD. In this case, “much greater than” 
will be represented by, one order of magnitude higher. Fraunhofer diffraction can be easily 
applied to the larger particles, therefore this experiment will focus on smaller particles.  
The second way that the diffraction pattern can be interpreted is by taking the inverse 
Fourier transform of the resulting pattern. In the Fraunhofer regime, the diffraction pattern 
can be represented by the frequency space. This means that an inverse Fourier transform can 
be applied to the diffraction pattern and the result theoretically represents the sample plane. 
There are several known issues with this method however. One issue is the twin image 
problem, which means that the image resulting from the inverse Fourier transform is 
mirrored over the origin. This is difficult to remove, especially near the origin. The second 
issue is the DC component. There is typically a large DC component which occurs in the 
origin. The influence of both of these issues will be investigated.  
The final method which can be used is exclusive to single aperture diffraction. The 
















 represents the relative intensity of the light, which is picked up by the 
CCD, 𝜃 is the angle of propagation, and b is the aperture size. This sinc squared function can 
be used in conjunction with a line of best fit program to estimate aperture size. It can observe 
a cross section of the diffraction pattern and from these intensity values, match the size that 
best fits the particle or line. The quality of the results for this single aperture measurement 
style is shown below. 
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Results and Discussion  
The following images in figure 3 are the diffraction patterns resulting from the 
samples shown in figure 2. The patterns shown in column a were produced by the dot 
sample, column b patterns were produced by a line and column c patterns were produced by 
a singular dot. These patterns were collected with the camera 2 cm, 9.25 cm and 14.5 cm 
away from the sample. The diffraction patterns shown in the top row of figure 3 are a result 
of the 2 cm distance, these should not be compared during reconstruction as they are in the 
Fresnel region. This Fresnel region doesn’t satisfy equation 1. 
 
Figure 3: Diffraction patterns resulting from a dot array, single line, and single dot. 
These Fraunhofer images will now be examined using method one. This method 
constitutes a recreation of the sample space and computing the diffraction pattern which 








recreation of samples 1, 2, and 3 are shown in figure 4a, the simulated diffraction patterns at 
a distance of 14.5 cm are shown in figure 4b. 
 
Figure 4: Column a represents a user created sample plane reconstruction of the dot array, 
single line, and single dot. Column b represent the resulting Fourier transforms. 
The most notable difference, is the incident light that is present in the CCD images 
which are absent in the computed images. This extra light is due to the incident beam passing 






comparison to the transparent and thus most of the light passes through. This light saturates 
the camera which results in the loss of information. The next observation of note is resolution 
tradeoff between the sample space and the Fourier (CCD) space. The resolution of the CCD 
is predetermined which limits the resolution of the sample space. With an x and y resolution 
of 4.8 microns in the CCD plane, the resulting resolution in the sample plane is a function of 
the wavelength and distance of propagation. For example, the sample plane resolution for the 
dot array at 14.5 cm away is 18.6 microns and the resolution for the dot array at a distance of 
9.25 cm is 11.9 microns. This makes it difficult or impossible to accurately represent the 
sample as there will be deviation from the real sample and the representation. This resolution 
limit causes the sample representation to be an incorrect size, integer multiples of the 
resolution, and incorrect shape, square pixels. This causes some deviation between the 
simulation and the experimental results.  
The resulting patterns are similar, but due to the aforementioned issues, it is difficult 
to make a meaningful comparison between the recorded images and those produced through 
code. The incident light removes a lot of the necessary information in the center and due to 
the sample recreation limitations, the resulting pattern will never be “correct”. This does not 
mean that the results are worthless however. When comparing the results of the simulation 
with the collected diffraction patterns, they are quite similar. This is an indication that the 
diffraction pattern can indeed be represented by the Fourier transform, although it should not 
be used for measurement. 
The second way to analyze the data is to convert the resulting CCD images into the 
sample space using an inverse Fourier transform, essentially the opposite of method 1. This 
analysis method also has the resolution conversion limitation in addition to twin image and 
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DC component issues mentioned in the method. The results of these inverse Fourier 
transformations are shown in figure 5.    
 
Figure 5: Column a shows the inverse Fourier transform of the diffraction pattern given by 
the dots at 9.25 (top) and 14.5 (bottom) cm respectively. Column b represents the line, and c 
represents the single dot. 
The results show some form of the basic shape of the samples but the results are not 
nearly enough to constitute a measurement. The diffraction pattern resulting from the 
singular dot is the best quality but it also has several rings. These rings may be due to a 
number of sources. Perturbations in the pattern due to the transition from Fresnel to 
Fraunhofer can cause some high frequency noise which can be shown in the sample plane. In 
addition, the saturation due to the incident light must also be converted which can influence 
the magnitude of the resulting sample plane points. The sample reconstructions are 
positioned on the origin which contains the DC component. The reflection of the sample over 
the origin is also an issue as it is reflected on itself. This is primarily an issue for the dot 
pattern as the sample pattern is flipped on top of itself, resulting in a combination of the dots 
which further reduces the quality of the data. In this case, it is not possible to resolve the 











have a clear boundary and due to the issues above, as a result, this method is not advised for 
measurement or characterization purposes.  
The final analysis method was then conducted which utilized the sinc2 function 
represented by equation 2. This can only be used for single particle/filament measuring. This 
program used a cross section of the intensity data. From this cross section, the saturated 
information was removed such that the fit would be less influenced by it. This influence 
cannot be completely removed however, in each of the intensity distributions shown in figure 
6, there is a trend in the largest radian values, and this is the edge of the incident light 
saturation, which results in larger intensity values than the program predicts. 
 
Figure 6: Cross sectional intensity data of a singular line (a) and dot (b). 
 From the diffraction pattern recorded for the line at 14.5 cm, the line diameter was 
determined to be 43.41 with an R2 value of 0.83, in comparison to the optical microscope 
value of 49.17. The diffraction patterns resulting from the dot at a distance of 14.5 cm was 
determined to be 123.3 microns wide with an R2 value of 0.47, in comparison to the optical 
microscope value of 139.62. The associated lines of best fit can be seen in figure 6. The 
fluctuations resulting from the transition from Fresnel diffraction to Fraunhofer diffraction 
can clearly be seen in figure 6. These fluctuations result in a large residual but the envelope 
of the intensity data aligns with the lines of best fit. This method makes a few assumptions, 






saturation of the system, and without it, the data may be skewed. This method also requires 
the operator to provide a guess as to what the size information is, without a reasonable guess, 
the size estimation will likely be poor. The last limitation of this method is the size and 
placement of the sensor in relation to the printed sample. As the particles get smaller, the 
angle of propagation increases, this can be seen using equation 2. This means that the camera 
needs to be relatively close to the sample to pick up the pattern, but it must not be too close 
otherwise it will be overcome by the Fresnel fluctuations. This coupled with the incident 
light saturation make it difficult to characterize small particles using this method, especially 
if the sample is unknown. 
Conclusion 
Although Fraunhofer diffraction can be used to model the diffraction pattern. The 
limitations of each of the three methods resulted in poor reconstructions. The resolution 
conversion, which resulted from the transition from the Fourier plane to the sample plane, 
limited the measurements in the sample plane. In addition, the unaltered incident light 
saturated a large section of the CCD, rendering a large portion of the sensor usable or 
misleading. This coupled with the fluctuations caused by the distance between the sensor and 
the sample, resulted in a poor sample characterization through all of the methods 
investigated. 
These results lead the other to the follow recommendations. Beam shaping equipment 
should be used in order to reduce the incident light diameter. This would increase the amount 
of usable data recorded by the sensor. In addition to a smaller beam size, it is recommended 
that additional optical equipment be implemented such that the light diffracting from the 
sample and the unaltered incident light are offset by an angle or the unaltered incident light is 
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removed completely. This may be completed through the use of an interferometry or the 
addition of several lenses and an opaque stopper. The isolation of the sample diffraction light 
would result in more accurate data with regards to method one and two. The last 
recommendation is that the sensor used for this experiment is chosen based on the needs of 
the operator. The number of pixels and pixel size are constrains when converting from the 
Fourier plane to the sample plane which cannot be altered, thus the values are very important 
and should be chosen with care. 
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CHAPTER 6.    GENERAL CONCLUSION 
The aim of this work is to set-up the groundwork from which a hybrid manufacturing 
system may be implemented. The proposed hybrid system is comprised of laser ablation for 
material removal and Electrohydrodynamic inkjet printing for material addition. This system 
has potential to create flexible electronics at a very small scale. This work examines multiple 
methods for measurement of the E-jet printing process.  This work also contains a literature 
review for the laser ablation of polymer films, the desired substrate for flexible circuits. 
The literature review details the interaction between various laser types and common 
polymers. The most common materials are: Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), Polyimide (PI), 
Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET), Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and Poly Methyl 
Methacrylate (PMMA). The lasers included are: ArF laser, CO2 laser, Erbium laser, Iodine 
PALS doped fiber laser, KrCl laser, KrF laser, Nd: YAG, Nd: YVO4, Ti: sapphire laser, 
XeCl laser, and XeF laser. From this review, a basic understanding of laser ablation can be 
achieved, for a more detailed insight, one must read the associated references.  
The high level trends observed are as follows. Melting can lead to a larger heat 
affected zone along with redeposition, cracks, and non-uniform material removal. 
Vaporization results in the formation of a plasma plume, which can interfere with the 
following pulse if the repetition rate is too high. Lower laser pulse duration reduces melting 
and increases vaporization. The longer the pulse, the more heat can propagate through the 
material. This propagation is also dependent on the thermal conductivity of the material. The 
ablation of the material is dependent on the wavelength of light used along with the 
absorption coefficient of the material. Typically polymers are more highly reactive to 
Ultraviolet wavelengths as this causes chemical breakdown as opposed to strictly thermal. In 
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addition to the absorption coefficient, molecular eight influences the rate of ablation. 
Typically, the higher the molecular weight, the lower the ablation rate.  
As research continuous on laser ablation, quality, accuracy, and predictability of the 
technology will improve. With this, the optimal laser type and material can be selected to 
accommodate the needs of the user. In this case, this study can be used in combination with 
the necessity of the hybrid system in order to narrow down the laser type and material to be 
used for flexible electronics. After the selection has taken place, the E-jet printing system can 
be used for the rest of the process. 
Currently, one of the biggest challenges to the E-jet printing process is the metrology 
and quality control. There are several different areas which can be observed and will 
ultimately reveal the information regarding the printing process and the resulting pattern. 
Starting in the Taylor cone, the jet emitted from the cone can be measured using a machine 
vision technology. This vision setup can be used in conjunction with image processing 
techniques in order to determine the filament diameter create a 3D representation of the jet. 
The diameter can be determined in real time while the 3D recreation must be done in post 
processing. The major constraint of this system is the camera /lens combination. These 
constraints limit this method to the micro scale.  
The next observable feature is the plume formation which results when the jet breaks 
up resulting in particles smaller than the jet. The use of a simple scalar diffraction system 
was implemented to test the viability of detecting particles in an array or even singular 
particles. The particles in this experiment were stationary which is easier to measure than the 
plume particles. This technique faced major limitations however, namely: incident light 
saturation, resolution limitations, twin imaging issues, and the expansion of the diffracted 
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pattern by small particles. As a result, this simplistic measurement method should not be used 
for characterization of the plume.  
Lastly, a process was proposed for the in-process measurement of the printed pattern. 
This process also uses scalar diffraction, but unlike the previous method, a lens is used to 
enact a continuous inverse Fourier transform on the diffraction pattern which eliminates the 
need to do it computationally. This work explains the image processing steps needed in order 
to recover the sample image and gives insight into the parameters associated with those 
processes. The results of this process is a digital recreation of the sample, particle size 
distribution, and location data for the printed particles. Depending on the parameters chosen, 
the accuracy and precision of the reconstruction and distribution size will vary. It is up to the 
user to determine what characteristics are most important and to choose the proper 
parameters for those needs. 
In the future, the concurrent use of the machine vision system for filament size 
detection and the resulting pattern measurements can be achieved simultaneously in the E-jet 
printing process. By utilizing both of these methods, a better understanding of the process 
and parameter influence on the jetting and resulting pattern can be observed. In addition to 
the uses with regards to E-jet measurements. The system proposed in chapter 4 is one arm of 
an interferometric image plane digital holographic microscope. This digital holographic 
microscope has the capability to measure the thickness of semitransparent material. This 
system could then not only be used for the measurement of the inkjet printing system, but 
also the measurement of laser ablated polymers. The difference in optical path length of the 
light as it passes through the polymer can be characterized and the measurements of the 
ablated structures can be measured in process too. This would result in in-process 
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measurement capabilities for both the additive and subtractive processes of this hybrid 
manufacturing system with one measurement system. 
